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INTRODUCI10N 

I, the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee as au1horised by 
the Committee, do present on their behalf this Eighty-second Report of 
the Public Accounts Committee (Seventh Lok Sabha) on paragraph 12 of 
the Advance Repbrt of the ComptroJler and Auditor General of India for 
the year 1979-80, Union Government (Civil) relating to Badarpur Thermal 
Power Project-Stage II. 

2. The Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India· for the 
year 1979-80, Union Government (Civil) was laid on the Table of the 
House on 27 April, 1981. 

' 
3. In this Report the Committee have expressed concern over the heavy 

escalation in costs as well as delays in commissioning of the variou'S unib-
of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station. While the original sanctionecl 
cost of Stage I (3 Units of 100 MW' each) was Rs. 41.08 crores, the final 
anticipated cost is Rs. 64 crores. The position is still worse in respect of 
Stage II (one unit of 210 MW). As against the original estimated cost ot 
Rs. 38.37 crores, the estimated expenditure now is Rs. 74.76 crores i.t:. 
escalation of about 1 00 per cent. Commenting on the unsatisfactory per· 
formance of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station, the Committee have 
pointed out that the plant load factor of the power station was only 33 
per cent in 1978-79, 34 per cent in 1979-80 and 46 per cent in 1930-81 
1Vhich is much below the ideal level of performance fixed at 60 per cent. 
The Committee have also drawn attention to the large number of trippings · 
in the power station, delays in timely overhauling and maintenance of the 
plant and equipment, delay in supply of spares by the manufacturers and 
supply of coal of poor qua1ity to the power station. 

4. The Committee have expressed the view that the failure to com-
mission power projects as per targetted date is one of the factors respon-
aible for the present power crisis in the country. They have recommended 
the appointment of a Monitoring Agency consisting of representatives of 
concerned Ministries /Departments to monjtor the progress of various power 
projects in the country on a continuous basis. 

5. The Committee have expressed concern at the heavy outstandinga 
amounting to as much as Rs. 34.38 crores against the Delhi Electric Sup-
ply Undertaking for power supplied by the Badarpur Thermal Power 

(v) 



(vi) 

Station. They have recommended the appointment of a High Power com-
mittee to look into the working of the Delhi Electric Supply Undertakiq 
particularly its finances and have asked the Government to ensure that 
effective steps are taken to see that the arrears are cleared within a reason-
able period of time. 

6. The Public Accounts Committee (1981-82) examined the above 
paragraphs at their sitting held on 30 September 1981. The Committee 
considered and finalised this Report at their sitting held on 5 March 1982. 
The Minutes of the sittings of the Committee form Part II* of the Report. 

7. A statement containing conclusions and recommendations of the 
Committee is appended to this Report (Appendix V). For facility of refe-
rence these have been printed in thick type in the body of the Report. 

8. The Committee place on record their appreciation of the assistance 
rendered to them in the examination of these paragraphs by the Office of 
the CornptroJler and A,uditor General of India. 

9. The Committee would also like to express their thanks to the officers 
of the Ministry of Energy (Deptt. of Power), Ministry of Industry (Deptt. · 
of Heavy Industry and Deptt. of Industrial Development) etc. for the coopl~-

. ration extended by them in giving information to the Committee. 

NEW DELID; 

March 9. 1982 
----- --··--- ... -----

Phalguna 18. 1903 ( Saka) 

SATISH AGARWAL 

Chairman 
Public Accounts Committee. 

-------------·--·---·---·---------
•NOT printed. One cyclostyled copy laid on the Table of the House- and five copies 

placed in the Parliament J .. ibral"\". 



.A m1it Par11graph 

RiEPORT 

CHAPTER I 

Badarpur Thermal Power Project Stage-11 

1.1 Mention was made in parat:,'!aph 10 of the Advance Report of tho 
Comptroller and Auditor General of India· for the year 1976-77, Union 
Government (Civil) about stage I of the project and the operation of the 
power station during 197 3-7 4 to 197 6-77. It was also mentioned that stage 
II of the project comprising a fourth unit of 210 MW was taken up in June 
1974 at an estimated cost of Rs. 38.37 crores . 

• 
,) .2 Revision of estimate'.\' and l'Xpenditure 

The estimated cost of stagt! 11 of the project was revised (May 1977) 
to Rs. 66.40 crore~ (gross); the Ministry stated (December 1 979) that the 
jncrease wa~ dUo:: tn increase in the cost of: 

-civil works of the power house building (Rs. 136 lakhs) because 
of increase in labour rates and cost of material since 1973 when 
original estimates were prepared and significant variations in 
the quantities of work due to changes in design: 

-turbo-generator boiler. other associated equipment and erection 
charges on the basis of the rates actually quoted and accepted 
(Rs. 1,156 lakhs): 

-fuel and ash handling system on the basis of orders actually 
placed and provision of additional unloading facilities (Rs. t 72 
Jakhs) 

-water supply and cooling system, provtsiOn of cooling towers 
(not originally provided for), cost of canal for supplying cool-
ing water (during the closure of Agra Canal) and augmenta-
tion of the design of the water treatment plant (RS. 414 
lakhs); · J ;· • 

-step up station on the basis of the cost actually reflected in the 
tenders (Rs. 415 , 1akh.s); 
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-utilities like construction of essential number of staff quartcr~t •. 
community centre and school building (Rs. 1.35 Iakhs); and:' 

-purchase of special tools and plant, land, consultancy charges. 
and payment of dearness allowance (Rs. 375 lakhs). · 

Expenditure incurred up to September 1980 · was Rs. 68.76 crores 
(gross). 

1.3 CommissioninR . . . . 
The scheduled date for commissioning of the fourth unit was 31st 

December, 1977. It was synchronised for operations from time to time, 
but had not been opened for commercial operations so far (September 
1980). The reasons for delay, as stated by the project authorities. (9/lOtb 
March, 1979), were as follows: 

--delays in supply of main plant, cquipthent and materials by 
suppliers due to time taken in finalisation of engineering data, 
power shortage, difficulties in procurement of raw materials, 
delays on the part of the firms' auxi1iar} units, strikes/lock 
outs at manufacturers' works, etc.; 

-discrepancies and manufacturing defect~ noticed in the boiler. 
turbo-generator and pumps supplied by firm 'A' (a public sec-
tor undertaking), during erection and prc-com]nissioning: 

--delay in completion of certain civil works due to site problems 
or late release of construction drawings due to delay in fur-
nishing of engineering design data by the various suppliers of 
the equipment; and 

-inadequate supply of water. due to the closure of Agra Canal 
from 30th July, 1978 to 17th October 1978 because of un-
precedented heavy floods in that year. 

1.4 The unit was synchronised jointly by firm 'A' and the project 
engineers for the first time on 2nd December 1978 as a pre-<:ommtssion-
ing operation. It was closed down two days later for 'bearing inspection' 
and other routine checks. During inspection of bearings, a number of 
defects were noticed in equipment supplied by firm 'A'. The rectification 
of these defects, carrying out modifi-cation in the excitation system · and 
repairs of condensate pumps, boiler feed pumps and ejectors took time 
as some bearings had to be sent to firm 'A's shops to undergo major re-
pairs /replacement. The unit was synchronised for the second time on 25th 
February 1979 after variou~ tests and checks and it operated for a few 
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months on a load of about 8 MW against the installed capacity of 210 MW 
and thereafter trimmed due to the tripping of station auxiliary traiUiformer-
The lubricating oil pump also did not work mechanically and the turbiae 
came to a halt after the lubricating oil PUIDIP was started manually. Thus~ 

it became essentiaJ to open up all the bearings and shafts again to examine 
their condition before comptissioning of the unit. It was again synchronised 
on 2nd May, 1979, but tripped on 1st June, 1979 due to ma1functioning 
of axial shaft relay. 

1.5 It was synchroniseg for the fourth time on 13th July 1979 and 
bad been operating_ only intermittently since then on account of frequent 
trippings. It w.as shut down from 4th January 1980 for rectification of 
various defects and was synchronised on 13th March, 1980. During trial-
and pre-commissioning operations from 2nd December, 1978 to 30th 
April 19 80, the unit generated a total of 311.5 2 million kilo-watt hours 
against its projected capacity of 1560 million kilo-watt hours, at 60 per 
cent load factor, which comes to 19.97 per cent during this period. Out 'of 
the total 12384 hours available during this period, the unit hardly worked 
for 2929 hours. 

1.6 Purchase of defective motors far cooling tm-ver pumps 

In response to a tender enquiry for purchase of two 6.6 KV 420 R.P.M. 
930 KW motors for cooling tower pumps, firm 'A,' quoted Rs. 18.11 lakhs 
for the two motors on 27th May 1975, quotation being valid for 3 months. 
The departm~nt could not finalise the order within the validity period 
because of non-finalisation (till 13th NovemJer 1975) of specifications for 
pump head for which the motors were required as the specifications bad 
to be determined on the basis of the height of the cooling towers which 
could be known only after the opening of tenders for the cooling towers 
on 27th September 1975 since the tenders for this supply were invited 
later. Firm 'A' did not agree to the extension of validity period and sent 
(13th November 1975) a revised offer for Rs. 19.44 lakhs, on the basis of 
which a contract was placed (16th December 1975) on firm 'A'. Had action 
to invite tenders for cooling towers been taken earlier, delay in finalisation 
of specifications of pump head and consequent extra expenditure of Rs. 1.49 
Iakhs (including excise duty and sales tax) would have been avoided. 

1. 7 According to the contract, the deliver)' date was 15th June 1978. 
In view of the urgency of works and also to relate it to the delivery of 
cooling tower pumps and the commissioning of the plant, finn 'A' was 
requested to revise the delivery date. It agreed to complete deliveries by 
December 1977 and suitable amendment to the contract was issued on 14th 
January, 1977. Firm 'A' failed to make the supplies within the agreed 
delivery of the two motors upto 30th June and 15th July 1978 respectively 
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•'libject to levy of liquidated· damages. ·Firm 'A' deiWered the tWo tilOtotl 
on 2ht July and 6th Oetober 1978 respectively. ;Although Rs. l.19.1akbs 
were retrench'ed (September 1979) from firm 'A's biU toward~ liqllklatM 
damages, the amouat had been •kept under a deposit head and not ctedited 
to the final head of account so far (August 1980). 

1.8 When the first motor was put on trial on 29th July 197·8, it was 
found that it was drawing more current than rated full load c\l'I'l'ent and waa 
-emitting an abnormal whistling sound. Firm 'A' was requested on 29th 
.July and 31st July 1978 to rectify the defects OJ' to replace the motor. The 
second motor was tried on 13th November 1978, but could not be com-
. missioned due to leakage of oil from the lower bearing. This motor also 
.made an abnormal whistling sound. Again firm 'A' was requested (17th 
Novelll~ 1978) to rectify the defects or to replace the motor. The defect 
of leakage of oil was rectified by firm 'A', but the other defects persisted 
(30th September 1980). For bringing down the noise level, a silencer was 
·fttted on motOr No. 2 on 1st February 1980 and the motor was put on trial 
to observe the performance of the silencer. Even then, there was little 
improvement in the noise level; instead there was an increase in the vibra~ 
tions in the motor. The silencer in the motor no. 1 had not been fixed so 
far (September 19180). Regarding .drawal of more power by motors, a 
performance test on the cooling tower was conducted (7th October, 1979). 
The Ministry stated (December 1979) that the motor was drawing more 
current than rated full load current and that a performance test had been 
conducted aDd the results of the tests were being examined by the consul~ 
tants (Central Electricity Authority), project authorities ana firm 'A' to 
identify the precise defect and to take steps to rectify it. There had been 
no progress since then. Rupees 17.64 lakhs paid for the two motors (till 
·October 1979) were thus. locked up (September 1980). 

1 . 9 Purchase of current transformers not conforming to specifications: 

Tenders were invited (February 1975) for the purchase of 6.6 K V 
twitchgears with circuit breakers and current transformers for 210 MW 
unit; out of 4 tenders received (August 1.975), the tender of firm 'B' which 
offered switchgears with breakers manufactured by another firm 'C', was 

·the lowest. The offer of firm 'B' (genera] agents Of firm 'C') was accepted 
and contract placed on it in October 1975. 

1.10. The supplies from •firm 'B' were received from May 1977 to 
··December 1978. The following defects were mentioned by tbe project 
.uhorities in April 1980: 

-The protection and metering current transformers totalling 
· • about 300 in number. a~ supplied by firm 'B' did not conform 
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to spedftcations in the contract in regard to their short titlle 
rating as sample inspection at souree was waived (June 1977) 
by the project authorities. 

-The three numbers differential cw:rent transformers at 6.6 KV 
side for differential protection or 25 MV A. station transformer 
do not fulfil the basic technical requirement in regard to secon-
dary resistance and knee point voltage. 

1.11 The approximate cost of these transformers was Rs. 4 lakhs. Firm 
·'B' was a.sked in April 1980 to replace these current transformers as these 
did not conform to the specifications in· the contract. Firm 'B' had, how-
ever, not replaced these transformers so far (July 1980). 

I. 12 Idle Machinery 

An order for procurement of 3 tonne diesel fork lift truck with acces--
sories (cost Rs. 1.39 Iakhs inclusive of sales tax) was placed (December 
1975) on firm 'D' against th'e Director General, Supplies and Disposals 
rate contract for handling stores when the procurement of plant and 
equipment. and other materials for stores was at its peak. The truck with 
,,~~ccss.orics was received on 26th September 1976 against scheduled date 
of 16 February 1976, but on visual inspection of t'he truck, certain parts 
were found missing or damaged. Firm 'D' was requested (29th September 
1976) to depute a representative for inspection and verification of defects. 
These missing parts 'defects were suppliedlrectified by firm 'D' on 18 
December 1976. The truck was commissioned on 6th April 1977, but it 
could not be utilised til1 2nd December. 1979. The Ministry of Energy 
had stated (December 1979) that due to delay in the availability of the 
truck, it could not be put to use before December 1979 since most of the 
mechanical and electrical equipment had already been received and trans-
ferred to the erection sites with the help of one other fork lift truck avail-
able wirh the project. The truck worked for only 43 hours from 3rd Dec-
ember 1979 to 30th April 1980. The fork lift truck costing Rs. 1.39 1akhs 
purchased in September 1976 had. thus, remained practicalJy unutilised. 

Operation of power station 

I . 1 3 Pow~r Generation 

The fourth unit having not yet been commissioned for commercial 
operation, the results of operation of the first three units for the years 
1977-78 to 1979-80 are given in Annexure (Reproduced in Appendix I) 
to this paragraph. When a11 the 3 units were in operation, tbe projected 
capacity of the station (at 60 per cent load factor) was 1497, 1445 and 1419 
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million kilowatt hollll'S during 1977-7.8, 1978-79, and 1979-80 respective)f. 
lkiefiy, the position of generation was as under: 

Year 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 

Pr~jected Actual generation 
capacity percentage of 
(60 p.c. (2) in brackc.-ts 
(Load factor) 

Consumption 
within power 
station fpercen-
tage of (3) in 
brackets 

(In million 
hours) 

Balance 
available 
for sale 

(kilowatt) 

-----------------
2 3 4 s 

------- ----
1497 839"43(56·07) 115·28(13·75); 724·15 

1445 1056"08(73·08) 139 ·OS ( 13 ·t6) gl7·03 

1419 1274'00(89· 78) 181·00(14·19) 1093'00 

1.14 'The percentage of generation of power to the projected capacity 
was Jow during 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1979-80 mainly because of shut 
down of boiler tube and turbine. The units actualJy operated for 10,656 
hours during 1977-78, 15,068 hours during 1978-79 and 1'8,120 houli 
during 1979-80 against 26,280 hours avai1able during each year. 

1.15 The station had been supplying power w Ddhi, Uttar Pradesh, 
Haryana, Punjab, Chandigarh, Himachal Pradesh and Rajashthan. The 
revenue earned and the cost of operation and maintenance (includin:, 
depreciation at 3.4 per cent before/and after charging interest on capital) 
as worked out by the project authorities for 1977-78 to 1979-80 (see 
Appendix I) were as follows: 

Year 

1 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979·80 

2 

Revenue 
earned 

Cost of operation and 
maintenance 

(before (after 
charging charging 
interest) interest) 

4 

---------------
5 

(before 
charging 

interst) 

6 

after 
charging 
interst} ~ 

7 

. ":'t,425·9t r-1,373·53 1,790·34 

2,0ll·72 "2,021·"81 2,427·57 

2,745· 57 - 2,656·18 f3,119·41.., 

(+)52· 38 

(-)10'09 

(+)89•39. 

(-)364·43 

(-)415· 85 

(-)373·84. 
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1.16 Cost of generation and rate of sale 

Against the estimated cost of generation of 5.65 paise per unit in tho 
project report, the cost of generation per unit as worked out by the project 
authori~ies and the rate of sale during 1977·78 to 1979-80 were as under: 

--------··-----
Year Cost of generation Rate ofsale 

(before (after 
charging interest) charging interest) 

In paise 

1977-78 

1978-79 

18·96 

22·05 

34·72 19·38 upto February 1978) 

36·47 *20·00 (upto March 1979) 

•21· 12 (upto 16July; 1979) 

1tJ79-MO 24·30 28· 54 •23· 94 (from 17 July, 1979) 

•Exclusive of excise duty at 1 · 8 paise per unit. 

1. t 7 Consumption of fuel 

During 1977-78 to 1979-80 the consumption of fuel per unit had been 
.as under: 

\Kg. -kilogram, mt-millilitre) 

~Total consumption/consumption per unit) 

Norms 
fixed per 
unit 

1977-78 1978-79 

~- -·-- __ ., ________ . ____ ---------
4:1oal 0· 56 Rs. 471858 tonnes/ 

0·56 kg. 
per unit 

627723 tonnes/ 
o·S9 kg. 
per unit 

Heavy furnact 10· 00 mi. 13060 kilolitres/ 28527 kilolitres/ 
oil 15· 55 ml. per unit 27· 03 mi. per 

unit 

1979-80 

772357 tor;r.f:'s/ 
0· 61 kg. 

per udt 

28679 kilu litm/ 
22· 51 ml. per 
unit 

------·---·----
1.18 The high consumption of coal in 1978-79 and 1979-80 was stated 

by the. project ~uthorities to be due to removal of stages 12-13 of H.P. 
Rotor Blade..., of generating unit-1 which commenced full lead 
operation after repairs in November 1978 and frequent tube and value 
leak.c.ges due to overdue overhaul of stage I generating units. The unusual 
increase in oil consumption was attributed to large number of trippings in 
all the generating ooits. 

[Paragraph 12 of the Advance 'Report of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of .India for the year 1979-80, Union Government (Civil)] 
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GENESIS OF THE PROJECT 

1.19 The Ceatra1 Government undertook the construction of a thermal 
power station at Badarpur as a regional power station in 1967 to~ 
a major back up for the hydro power in the Northern region and to sup--
plement availability of power for meeting the growing demand in Delhi 
as well as other con$tituents in the region. The project has been imple--
mented in three stages. Stage I comprising of three units of 100 MW each 
and two units (Stage II and III each comprising one unit of 21 0 M\V. 

1 .20 The execution of the project was initially looked after by Badar .. 
pur Thermal Power Project Construction Organisation under tbe Centred 
Water and Power Commission (Now Central Electricity Authority) under 
the overall management and control of the Badarpur Thermal Project 
Control Board set up by the Ministry of Energy, The management of the 
Project has been entrusted to the National Thermal Power Corporation on 
agency basis from 1st April, 1978. 

1.21 The Project at Badarpur was approved by the Planning Commis-
sion as a plan scheme in the Central sector. The location of the Powe1 
!'tation at Badarpur was decided on the basis of its proximity to the load 
centres, ready availability of transmissiOn facilities, suitable level site with 
gOOd foundation condition and cooling water supply which is obtained 
from Agra Canal running close by the site. 

B.. Commissioning of the Project 

1.22 The Audit para points out that the scheduled dates of l:omnus-

sioairag of the Fourth unit was 31st December, 1977. It was syncltronised 
for operatioD from time to time, but had not been opened for commercial 
operation till September, 1980. 

1.23 The Committee desired to have the original target dates of com-

missioning, actual dates of commissioning and actual dates of commercial 
epention of the various Units of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station 
(both in Stage I and Stage II) and the main reasons for delay in com-
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mi.~iOIIing. In reply, the Miftistry •. of·:&ergy (Department of Power) have-
stated in a note as follo'WI~ 

Original Actual rActual 
target date of date of 
date of comrnis- camrnercial. 
commia- •ioniJ~g. operation 
sioning 

-··-
Unit-I • 3/71 26-7-73 1-11-73 

Unit-II • 9/71 5-8-74 1-g·/4 

Unit-III 3/72 29-3-75 1-4-75 

Unit-IV 12/77 2-12-78 17-3-80 

(A) Stage-/ 

The main reasons for delay in commissioning are as under:-

J. The original target date of commissioning was based on the 
asssumption that administrative approval and expenditure 
sanction would be received from the Government by t966. 
The approval was actually received in June 1967 and the 
work on the project could start only in 1968. There was thus 
an initial delay of about one year in commencing the construc-
tion work. 

2. The sub-soil conditions were somewhat different from those 
anticipated. resulting: in considerable increase in the quantum 
of work involved in design and construction of foundation. 

3. The major civil contractor could not adhere to d1e target date of 
completion due to shortage of required sections of steel. In a 
number of cases, the suppliers of the Main Plant and Equip-
ment also sought extension in the delivery dates for reasons 
which were beyond their control. 

4. There was· a delay for about one year in the construction of 
Railway s-iding by the Northern Railway due to time taken in 
securing clearance from the Delhi Administration for the 
bridge· on the Mathura Road. nte '""k was further hampered 
due to, soarcity of special steel items. T.he non-completion of 
the· sidiDg delayed the movement of the lloavy components of 
the. Plant· and Equipment to site. 
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S. There was a general shortaae of scarce materials like steel, 
cement, oxygen/ Acetylene ga&6es etc. 

6. Dislooa.tion of traffic due to Pakistan war in 1971. 

(B) Stage-11 

The administrative approval and expenditure sanction for installation of 
one unit of 210 MW (Stage II) was accorded on 5-6-74. However, while 
providing the proposal the Cabinet had desired that the feasibility of reduc-
ing the period of completiOn of the Project from 5 to 4 years may be 
-examines. 

Against the revised schedule the first synchronisation of the unit was 
"SCheduled for December, 1977, but it could only be achieved in December 
1978. The delay of the year in the unit synchronisation was mainly due to 
'the following:-

1. Delay in completion of certain civil works due to late release of 
construction drawings which in tum was due to late receipt of 
Engineering date from various suppliers of main equipment or 
site problems like T. G. foundations as proper strata was not 
met at the design level and excavation had to be carried out to 
a deeper level. 

"2. Delayed and non-sequential supplies of equipment by BHEL e.,.. 
FSSS panels, CT Pumps motors, Turbo-Superviror panel. The 
last item was received late as April, 1978. 

3 .. Delay in supply of contro] & instrumentation equipment by Mjs. 
ll..K. 

4. Delay in supply of equipment and materials by various other 
suppliers due to labour troubles/lock-outs at manufacturer's 
works etc. 

5. D~screpancies and defects were found in the Boiler & TG equip-
ment during the erection and some of the equipment had to be 
sent back to BHEL works for modification while others were 
·repaired at site thus consuming considerable time. Due to the 
above factors, the unit could be steam rolled for the first time 
on 17th July, 1978. The Udit was rolled to its full speed on 
29-7-1978 but had to be stopped due to high vibrations ln the 
pilot excitor which had to be replaced with a new one. This 
cou1d only be achieved in 1st week of October, 1978. In the 
meanwhile i.e. from 29-7-78 to 7-10-78 there was failure of 
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,.non-reversible achet ee.<;hani$m of ~he cooUog tower .pumps, 
failpce of ·the shaft of CW Pump 4A and inadequate .mpply of 
DM water due to c\<J!sure of Agra Canal from 30-7-78 to 
7-10-78 because of unprecedented heavy floods in that year. 
On 7-10-78, tbe unit w.as again rolled but during the testing 
and ·triel operation, ire broke out in the generator field breaker 
panel on 10-10-78 thus completely burning the field breaker, 
its panel and damaging the cables and wiring of even adjacent 
panels. . On receipt of field breakers and other equipment from . 
BHEL, the unit was t"e-rolled and synchronised on 2-12-78. 

The unit was· st-oped for bearing inspection on 4-12-78. From the 
.period 4-12-78 to 25-2-79, a number of defects observed during the synchro-
, 11isation were rectified e.g. 

1. Modjfications carried out in all the three condensate pumps. 
2. Attendisg to main ejectors. 
3. Attending to bearings -of the barring gear which had failed a num- · 

ber of times in the previous rolling. 
4. Improper functioning of Differential Pressure Regulator of Seal 

Oil System. 
5. Rebabbiting of bearings which were observed to damaged during 

bearing inspection. 
fi. Mechanical jamming of one of Boiler feed pumps. The normal 

time Of 3 weeks for bearing inspection had to be extended to 
these defects. On 25-2-1979, the unit was re-synchronised but 
due to the failure of Station supply, the unit tripped immediately 
after its synchronisation because of mal-functioning of DC Oil 
Pump, when there was complete AC Failure. The bearing on 
inspection were found to be heavily damaged and extensive 
repair had to be carried out. After repairs the unit was again 
synchronised on 1st June, 1979. 

From June, 1979 to 16-3-1980, there had been a number of failures/ 
trippings e.g. unusual high mte of boiler tube failures/trippings, 
design deficiency of burner tilt mechanism, design deficiency in 
Scrapper Conveyer, insufficient matching of RUC Unit which 
resulted in delaying the declaration of the Unit on commercial 
operation. In view of the above, M/s. BHEL requested for a 
shut down for 5 to 6 weeks f-or carrying out modific~tions to 
remove design deficiencies from December, 1979. A shut down 
however, was given on 2-1-80 and this continued till 1!4-3-80 
(app. 10 weeks) and the unit wes started on 17-3-1980. 

~3727 LS-2. 
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1.24 The Committee wanted to know the reasons for the delay ~ 
bperation for commercial purposes and action taken thereon. The Com-· 
mittee in a written note have been informed the following: 

.. The reasons for delay in commissioning for commercial operation 
were examined by the Ministry and appropriate steps taken are· 
indicated below: 

(i) In respect of deficiencie~ in boiler and its fi.rhig system, experts 
from the collaborators of M/s. BHEL viz. M/s. Combustion 
Engineers of U.S.A. were called to identify the deficiencies. 
and considerable time was taken iq rectifying these defects 
as also in introducing necessary modifications as to make the 
boiler operation more stable. 

(ii) Regarding boiler exiliaries like PA Fan, BHEL's collabora-
tors M/s. K.K.K. of West Germany were called and they 
carried out major modifications in order to stabilise the 
operation of fans. 

(iii) The failure of bearings on turbine was examined in detail by 
the supplier and suggestions of the supplier as well as Experts 
of Ministry of Energy were implemented to avoid any re-
currence. 

(iv) The excessive vibrations problem in barring gear and pilot 
exciter of T. G. Set were got examined by Russian Experts 
and also Research and Development Wing of BHEL and 
necessary modifications/rectifications were carried out. The 
rectifications however, took quite a long time. 

(v) Several defective components of the equipments which were-
not behaving satisfactorily were got replaced at the instance. 
of and effective pursuance at the level Of the Ministry, 

C. Increas~ in cOst of the Project 

1.25 The Audit Para has pointed out that Stage II of the Project compris-
ing a fourth unit of 210 MW was taken up in June 1974 at an estimated cost 
cf Rs. 38.37 crores. The estimated cost Of Stage n of the project was 
revised to Rs. 66.40 crores in May, 1977. Expenditure incurred upto·· 

· September 1980 was Rs. 68.76 crores. 

1.26 When asked about the progressive total expenditure incurred on· 
Statge II of the Power Station and the extra expenditure likely to be incut-
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red, the Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) have informed the Com-
mittee as follows: 

R.s. in cro re • ____ ._..,._._.,........----___ ____.,._....._._.,_._.,_._......,_, _________ _ 
Expenditure incurred upto September,1980 

Expenditure from October 1980 to March, 1981. 

Expenditure from April,l981 toJUi e, 1981 

Progressive Total Expenditure 11ptojure 1981 

Further Expenditure anticipated en •his Projcc 

Total Estimated Expenditure 

68·76 

2'21 

o·os. 
11·0S 

3·11 

74·76 

-----------·- ·--------···--------
1.27 Asked about the main reasons for increase in cost, the Ministry 

have stated: 

"Main reasons for the increase in the original estimated cost of 
Rs. 38.37 crores (gross) to the revised cost of Rs. 66.40 crores. 
(gross): 

(i) Increase in the cost of Civil Works of the Power House Build-· 
ing-Rs. 136 lakhs-The original estimates were prepared in 
1973 on the basis Of the rates prevalent at that time. Thera· 
has been some increase in labour rates and cost of materiaf 
since then. Consequently, the contractors had tendered 
higher rates. There have also been some significant varia-
tions in the quantities of work (earth work in excavationp 
Cement Concrete etc.) due to design changes and modifica-
tions necessitated by the actual sub soil conditions at 
Badarpur. 

(ii) Increase in the Cost ofT. G. Boiler & other Associated Equip-
ments-Rs. 1156 lakhs.-The equipment for 210 MW Unit 
has been indigenously manufactured for the first time in India. 
The main suppliers are Mfs. BHEL, a Public Sector Under-
taking. The original estimates were based on a rough indi-
cation given by them. The firm prices given at the time of 
placing orders were considerably higher. In respect of T.O. 

· and BoUer equipment, the increase in the cost has been to 
the extent of over Rs. 8.35 crores. In respect of other relat-
ed equipments, auxiliaries and erection charges, there hm; 
been escalation in the cost over the original estimates pre--
pared in 1973 by about Rs. 3 crores. 
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(iii) Increase in the cost of Fuel & Ash H~ling Sy~:em:-Rs. 172. 

lakh.-The main increase is in the cost of two Bull Dozers 
( . 72.49 lakh.). Civil Works relating thereto account for 
increase of Rs. 13 lakh. The revised estimates are based 
on the actual orders placed after invitation of tenders etc. 

There was an increase of about Rs. 32 la'kh in the cost of Fuel 
Oil facilities. Original arrangement was to unload 6 wagons 
supply of Fuel oil at a time while railways were supplying 40-- · 

.50 wagons at a time. Accordingly, unloading facility had 
to be increased considerably. Further, the earlier arrange-
ment was to unload low viscocity oil but M/s. Indian Oil 
Corporation were supplying high viscocity oil which requires 
heating arrangement and other related facilities, necessitating 
additional expenditure for such arrangement for quicker 
unloading. 

(iv) Increase in •the cost of Wever Supply and Cooling System: 
Rs. 414 lakh. The original estimates relating to Water Sup-
ply and Cooling System were provisional and the estimates 
were approved by the P.I.B. pending detailed examination 
Of this aspect. These were assessed at the revised estimates 
stege. A 60 cusec Canal for supplying Cooling Water during 
tl1e closure of Agra Canal was constructed at a cost of about 
Rs. 30 lakh. The provision of cooli.ng Towers (Not origi-
nalJy anticipated) amounted to Rs. l 38 lakh. Circulating 
water system and cooling water pumps hove ac~ounted for an 
increase in cost of Rs. 72 1-akh. Due to higher pollution 
content of Agra Canal and higher make up water require~ 
ment, desig.n of Water Treatment Plant had to be augmented· 
involving additional cost of over Rs. 100 lakh. These and 
other escalations e.g. erection cost of R'S. 1 5 lakh, contin-
gencies Rs. 12 lakh, spares Rs. 6 lakh, contributed to an 
increase of over Rs. 400 lakh in the original estimates. 

(v) Increase in the cost of Step-up Stfltion: Rs. 415 lakh. The·· 
main increases ere in respect Of the following:-

(i) Power T1'3nsformers (Rs. 86 lakh) 

(ii) 6.6. KV Switchgears (Rs. 89 lakh) 

(iii) 0.415 KV Auxiliary Swi.tchgears (Rs. 45 lakh) 
(iv) Cables (Rs. 89 lakh) 
(v) Spares (Rs. 37 lakh) 

(vi) Erection charges (Rs. 45 takh) 
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The revised estimates r~ect the actuQI cost of the orders placedt 
after invitation of tenders. 

(\li) Increase in the cost of Utilities: Rs. 135 lakh The ~in 
increase is due to the provision for construction of essential 
number of staff quarteu (Rs. 105 lakh) and some other 
amenities such as Community Centre, School Building ... 
Shops, etc. (Rs. 20 lakh). 

(vii) Other increase: Rs. 375 lakh. Other increases mainly 
include purchases of. special Tools & Plants (Rs. 57 lak.h),. 
increase in the cost of land (Rs. 20 lakh), consultancy 
charges ( Rs. 43 lakh), increases in D.A. and other cstatJ. 
lishment charges (Rs. 84 lakh) maintenance during cons-
truction (Rs. 55 l'(lkh) freight, handling etc. (Rs. 44-
lakhs).'' 

1.28 The following reasons hav-e been put forward by the Ministry for 
further incr.ease in cost from Rs. 66.40 crores to Rs. 7 4. 7 6 crores (gross). 

"(i) Increase in the cost of Civil Works-Rs. 1.75 crores: This is. 
mainly due to: 

(a) increase in excavation and concreting work as proper strata 
was not met at the design level for T.G. founckltion; 

(b) extra quantities involved as per detailed engineering and· 
site conditions; and 

(c) increase in the cost of material and labour rates. 

(ii) Increase in the cost of Boiler & TG-Rs. 3.50 crores: In the-
first revised cost estim.ate. sanctioned in May 1977 the prices 
of Boiler & T.G. were based on Batch II prices. The suppliers 
viz. M/s. BHEL pointed out that Boilers & T.G. set of Batch-11 
manufacture was meant for delivery to DVC but had been sup-
p!ied to Badarpur for earlier commissioning of Unit-IV had 
been earmarked as the order for supply was given after the 
DVC had placed the_ order~ The Ministry, therefore, decided 
in January, 1980 that the difference in the prices of sets of 
Batch-ll and III would be borne by Badarpur. The difference 
in price of Batch-11 and Batch-III amounting toRs. 3.50 crores 
was accordingly paid to BHEL resulting in increase of Rs. 3.5() 
crores. 

(iii) lucrttaae in the cost. of. Control and Instrumentation-R~. 1.(}() 
cr.ore:-

The sanctioned revise~· estimate (May 1"977) was based on the· 
tentative prices indicated· by Mf s. II:,K, when scope of sup-
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plies was not finalised. The cost of control and Instna. 
mentation has now been finalised and has increased b~ 
Rs. 1.00 crore. 

(iv) Increase in the cost of Land-Rs. 0.80 crore:-

A provision of Rs. 25 lakh was made for 25 acres Of land to be 
acquired @ Rs. 0.50 lakh per acre and development 
charges @ Rs. 0.50 lakh per acre. Now DDA bas asked 
for the cost of land @ 3 lakh per acre. The development 
charges work out to Rs. 1.20 lakh per acre. Hence the 
cost has gone up by Rs. 80 lakh. 

( v) Increase in the cost of erection, testing & Commissioning of 
Main Plant & Equipment-Rs. 1.20 crores :-While preparing 
the revised estimate (sanctioned in May 1980) no specific pro-
vision for testing and commissioning of Boiler & T.G. was made. 
The expenditure on this account was expected to be met out 
of the provision made under 'contingenices' of the works. Due 
to prolonged period of commissioning Of the unit, there has 
been a net exces-s of Rs. 1.20 crores." 

1.29 As regards Stage I of the Project. the Committee have been in-
formed that the original sanctioned cost of the project was Rs. 4 I .OR crores, 
the revised sanctioned cost was Rs. 59.87 crores and the final anticipated 
~ost is Rs. 64 crorcs. The Ministry of Energy (Deptt, of Power) have 
,given the following reasons for the increase in cost: 

~'The report was prepared in 1965 whereas administrative approval 
and expenditure sanction bad been accorded in June, 1967. 
The orders for plant & equipment were placed in 1968-69 & 
work could start in 1968. Due to this time lag, there had been 
a general increase in price of materials & labour rates. 

(a) Roosons for the increase of the original sanctioned cost of 
Rs 41.08 crores to revised sanctioned cost of Rs. 59.87 cror~s 
are given in Appendix II. 

-(b) Reasons for increase in the revised sanctioned cost and final 
anticipated cost i.e. from Rs. 59.87 crores to Rs. 64.00 crores 
are as follows: 

The incroose is mainly due to renovation cost of 3 units Of 1 00 
MW each which were manufactured indigenously by Mfs. 
BHEL and many problems were experiend:~.d since com-
missioning of these units which were comfng in the way 
of reliable operation of the units. In order to make opera .. 
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tion of these units trouble free, a number of problems fac· 
ed in the past were identified and accordingly a scheme 
for the renovation of the plant was prepared. A provi-
sion of Rs. 400 lakhs (details as given belqw) has been 
made for the renovation scheme. 

Cost 
No. 

Description 

1. CJnvection Superheater 

2. Economiser 

3. Air pre-heater 

4. Excise duty & Salt-s Tax 

5· Erection cost 

6. Other items (drum gauge, gla.'ls, EP, FD Fan, ~oist·levcl Scot balancer, 
Autonntic oil burner system) 

7. H.P. Valves 

Say 

Rs. in lakh 

71·00 

145·00 

52·00 

21 ()() 

49·00 

19·00 

40·0 0 

397·00 
400·00 

The renovation was earlier anticipated to be completed by 1980-
81 but it is now anticipated to be completed by 1981-82 
as the shut down on all the three units were not possible 
due to ovcraH power shortage in the region. In this con-
nection, Secretary (Power), Ministry of Energy had also 
desired that this renovation cost may be met from the 
Capital Head. After taking into account the above cost 
(Rs. 400.00 lakhs) and also the compen~ation for land 
(Rs. 13 lakhs) already acquired from the Land Acquisition 
Collector, the revised cost comes to Rs. 64.00 crores." 

1 .30 The Committee 1pointed out that consequent on delay in the pre-
paration of detailed designs and drawings, most of the works viz. construc-
tion of intake and discharge channel, manufacture, supply and fixing in 
position of precast RCC Columns, beams, wall panels etc., foundation of 
main power house building, auxiliary buildings and cooling water ducts, 

.coal handling plan, ash pump house, water deaerator plant, supply and 
,.erection or low pressure piping, Ash pipeline etc. were delayed resulting ~ 
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etihafex-gNI!IiQ paymcats. amounting to Rs •. 30:» lakbs. The CommitteCJ: · 
wanted to :Uow:-

(a) To what extent could these payment have been avoided t, 
better planning and coordination? 

(b) How did the quantities of fabrication of steel structurals increase 
from 4,800 tonnes to 6,400 resulting in revision of rates involv-
ing extra cost of Rs. 9.66 lakhs? 

(c) How was the first after treatment plant found inadequate re-
sulting in procurment later of a second plant of the sam~ design 
and capacity at an extra cost of Rs. 8.06 lakh'S as compared to 
thaf of first one? 

1.31 In reply, the Ministry of Energy (Department of Po~r) have 
ltated as follows:-

(a) The project works were carried out with proper planning, coor-
dination and monitoring of the working was ~arried out at the 
highest level but these extra payments could not be avoided since 
most of the delays were beyond the control of the project and 
not attributable to the contractors I suppliers. 

(b) The estimate of 4800 tonn~s of steel was made on the basis of 
preliminary pesign. 15 tender drawjngs were prepared indi-
cating therein the requirement of steel for each part of power 
house. On the basis of actual loading of the equipment which 
was made available after the equipment orders were placed (for 
crane, T.G., Coal Handling boiler etc.) detailed designs \Wre 
done. During execution of project some sections of steel WeRt 

elso~ not readily ~vailable and higher sections had to be used. 
The cumulative total of revised design and use of higher sec-
tions has resulted in increase in the quantum of steel This 
could not have been avoided as the date to Joading of ,indigenous 
equipment w.as not available at the time of preparation Of Pro-
ject Report. 

(c) The W.ater Treatmaat Plant installed at Badarpur for 1st Stage· 
bad 2 streams with.desip capacity of 25 T.onnes of DM Water 
:per hour each. Allowing the time required for regeneratiftr .. 

1 the plant.,was e~peeted to yield about 800 MT of Water per d., •. 
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H~ver,. the ~eJd·llad been of the order of--600 to ?SO Tonnea·. 
pe~ c;la.y at it'S optiou• capa~. due, to followillg reasons:-

{i) ~ Total ett*ion load' ou tlile plant as eavisaged at the design. 
stage. was 289. ppm against which the ave~e analysis of raw 
water· showed· a cation load of 3SO ppm, when raw water was. 

fed frOm Agra Carial. In ca'Se of water from tube-well, the 
CJ~,tion load ·was as high as S85 ppm. which was almost 
double the design value. 

(ii) The conductivity as specified in the design was of the order 
of 1 ppm of total dissolved solid which was approximately 
equal to 2 micromho per em. As against this, the specified 
boiler water conductivity was 0.6 micromho per em. This 
requirement reduced the capacity by atleast 10 per cent. 

(iii) The original specific•ation did not indicate any organic matler 
in the water. The K.MNO 4 nH.lllQer of raw water at present 
being fed from Agra Canal was of the order of 9.2 and the 
tubewell water had KMNO 4 no. of about 5.8 Due to .the 
organic fouling, the capacity of the DM plant was consi-
derably reduced. Brine washing had to be resorted to almost 
3 times a month for which atleast 12 hours time was lost per 
brine washing process. 

(iv) For re-generation, Anion Water was required for regenera-
ting the second stream. This also reduces the output by 10 · 
per cent. Further some allowance had to be given for 
breakdown of various rotary machinery connected with the 
water treatment plant which also affect the generating capa-
city of the 1plant. The make-up water requirement of each 
boiler wa'S assumed at 3 per cent of 420 Tonnes per hour 
per boiler in the original specifications. This norm was 
based on the experience of imported boilers. However, in 
actuaJ practice the make-up had been found to be on the 
higher side. In view of the above, it was quite evident that 
the capacity of water treatment plant was inadequate because. 
even with 4 per cent make-up, the requirement for 3xl00 
MW boilers would be 1200 MT per day against the maxi-
mum available 750 Tonnes on tbe eKi!ting water treatment 
plant. Therefore, action was taken to augment the plant 
by addiag 2· str.oems at a cost Of Rs. 8.06 lakhs from the 
original suppliers a& an extension work. 'l'he matter of 
awardinJ work to other reputed firms was also discussed · 
informally with other firms but it was felt that the best · 
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course of achieving the augmentation would be to add 2 
identical streams to the existing water treatment plant. These 
streams could be accommodated in the existing building and 
such action would obviate the necessity of fresh design, draw-
ings approval etc. Sinee output .of the origiiVll plant was 
found inadequate, it was necessary toot the augmentation· 
desired should be able to produce DM Water at the earliest 
to meet the requirement of other boilers. The suppliers are 

M/s. Jon Exchenge (India), I.td., Bombay." 

1.32 When asked if an the details relating to civil works construction 
.cost of equipment etc. were included in the feasibility report nnd the esti-
mates Of the project were prepared realistically, the representative of the 
Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) stated before the Committee: 

''Based on whatever information was available at that time, the 
estimates were prepared. This 100 MW unit proposed to be 
installed at Badarpur was among the first units to be manufac-

tured indigenously and certain data regarding the physical para-
meters at that time suffered from this ]imitation." 

The witness further stated: 

"The initial estimate was very defective. The capita] cost "'f the 
project itself was not accurately estimated. As I mentioned, 
it was based on certain incomplete data available at that time. 
The actual investment has turned out to be double." 

1.33 The Committee wanted to know if there was a single power pro-
ject-hyde] or thermal-executed since independence which has been com-
pleted within the approved estimates and stipulated target date. In reply, 
Secretary (Department of Power) stated before the Committee: 

"I would not differ from you at an. It has been our u.fortunate 
experience that time and cost over runs are there on the pro-
jects. The cost escalation is there, but the order Of escalation 
has also been of a high order. Initially in the planning this 
cost escalation is not taken into account. Actually, it is bad 
planning." 
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1.34 It is seen from ~he Plan documents that the targets and achieve-
ments in respect of additions to Generating Capacity in the Five Year Plans 
have been as follows: 

Plan 

Ist Plan (1951-56) 

lind Plan (1956-·61) 

Illrd Pian ( 1961-·66) 

Three AnnualiJlans ( 1966-69) 

IVth Piau ( 1969-·74) 

Vth Plan (1974-·79) 
-------------------

Target 
MW 

1300 

3500 

7040 

5430 

9260 

12500 

Achieve- Percentage 
ment shortfall 
MW 

1100 15·4 

2250 35·7 

4715 33·0 

4 38 'I 19·3 

4610 50·2 

10200 18 4 

1.35 During 1980-81 (i.e. first year of Sixth Five Y car Plan), a target 
of adding 2,687 MW in generating capacity was fixed against which only 
1 ,643 MW capacity was commissioned and 180 MW rolled, showing a 
slippage of 32 per cent. For 1981-82, a target of 3,212 MW has been 
fixed but the total capacity likely to be added is only 2,500 MW. 

1.36 Badarpur Thermal Power Station has been set up as a regional 
power station in the centml sector to supplement the availability of power 
for meeting the growing demand in Delhi as well as other States in the 
nortben regioiL The construction of this 1power station started in 1967 
and the project bas been implemented in three stages, Stage I comprising 
of three units of 100 MW each and Stages II and III each comprising one 
unit of 210 MW. 

1.37 The Committee are concerned to note that there have been delays 
in commissioning as weD as heavy escalation in the cost of the various 
units of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station set up so far. Unit I was 
originally targeted for commissioning in March 1971 but the same was 
commissioned only in July 1973. Similarly, Unit II which was shceduled 
to be commissioned in September 1971 was commissioned in August, 1974 
aad Unit III was commissioned in March 1975 against the target date of 
March 1972. The position in respect of _Unit IV•is still worse, as while 
the unit was commissioned· in December 1978 Bgll.inst the target date af 
Deeember, 1977, the same could be put on commercial operatioa only in 
March 1980 due to the various defects and deficiencies noticed In the 
equipment supplied to the power project and the time taken in rectlfyiag 
·ftle same, 
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II- 811d· Bl (8tap I)· were llllliDI' due to tbe delay in issue ol admbllstra-
dve 13Dd e:ajpenditure sanction, defedive preparation of feaslbiHty report 
in respect of sub-soD conditions, delaf in the completion of civil works and 
sJJoraaae of scarce materials like steel, cement etc. The delay ia comple-
tion of Unit IV (SUlge D) of the project was due to delays in completion 
of cld works, non-sequential supply of eq~ment by BHEL and delay 
in supply of control and instrumentation equipment by M/s. Instrwnenta• 
tion Limited, Kota. Moreover, due to discrepancies and defects found in 
the Boiler tand Turbo Generator equipment, a number of modifications 
and re,airs had to be carried out thus consuming considerable time. The 
Committee feel that these delays could have been avoided if the project 
authorities IDI been more careful in planning the execution of workli and 
taken steps to ensure that the works were executed expeditiously. They 
would· like to exiUess their serious conceru on tbese deblys iu a vital sector 
Ub"'fiM'er. -... 1 -, 

1.3U The Co...Ut&ee note that there has beea heal'Y escaJ._ in! 
eosts in· bottt -. I 8Rd SUiee II of tile Pl'o.ject. While the original _.e ... 

tWued cost of Stage I of the project was Rs. 41.08 crores, the same was 
~Jltly revbed to Rs. 59.87 crores and the final auti(.ated cost is 
a.. 64 eroJes. 11M estala&ioa ol coat ia ....,spect oi Stage II is still •re 
as is evident from the fact that mgainst the original estimatetl cost of 
Rs. 38.37 crores, the total estimated expenditure is Rs. 74.76 crores i.e. 
• escalation of about 100 per cent. What is more surprising is that 
~yeral works which had to be taen up subsequeDtly were either not in-
dadetlr iQ flllt, OliFaal esti...to or the qJIMti._ of wark had to ._ cusl· 
t1era111y ID~ftiJSed. It has beea ahliMed by the representative ol·dle M"• 
try of Energy (Department of Power) in evidenee before the ~mnalttee 
dllt the iJJUiel eNi,mate 'W8S 4efe£tive, the caaMtal cost of the pJOject itself 
wa1 Bet • ........., ...,_t_. aad ,_ ...-e was based o.a iocoJQPiete .... 
The Co.,...... 1ft ._, ppy 11aa aile. JtiOiMt ..,..ta, were pre..... •• 
6e blsis of unrealistic estiDude8 aad blcoiiiiJiete nta. 'Riey JlMre a. feel~ 
111g dud ia ID8DY cases project estilllates are deUberately kept low wi6 • 
Yiew to obtalnlag early sandion fuRy re:llisina that ouee tlae proJect Is 
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~ell .W wto4 1hl 1he ·SSIIDe is tdltted, dlere mJald ·l)e 110 1dtenudlve 
for the Govemment but to continue With. 1he 1Vork inspite Of escalatioa Ia 
the costs •of the prQject, J'he Committee weald therefere like te ....,._1• 
6e need to pr.,_ .protect •repotts ad «fthbates ~ 'f8Bli~ '8111111 
into account dU r~evmrt data all8 factors so fbdt sdbseque'Jit ~ons sari~ 
resultant escalations in costs could be obviated. 

1.40 'What is most ~nn'blng is tmit the 1hne and cost over.:ratts 1h8S 
ncJt been a pectdtar fedture in Badarpur Thel'lllal Power Starflon but Is a 
common feature of tbe power projects taken in IIllnd since independence. 
This is borne out from the fad that when during evidence, tbe Comanlttee 
desired to know if there was a siagle power 1project......byttel or tJienhal-
~ompleted ~inee itnlependence within the ~tppr09ed estiiRates aad stipulated 
tal'2et date, the re1]Jre~entative of tbe Department of Power failed to 'Oite il 
single stK:h case and tldmitted that "it bas been our unfortunate experience 
that time and cost over-mns are there on the projects" and that order of 
escalation had also been of a bigh order. 

J .41 Tbe Committee note that in none of the Five Year Plans, fbe 
target of achievin~ additional generatin~ capacity has been fulfilled. While 
the shortfall in the First Five Year Plan wa'i 15.4 per Ct"Dt and in thP 
~econd and third plan.,, the same waft 35.7 p~r cent and 33 per cent res-
pectively, the shortfall was as high as 50.2 per cent in Fourth five Year 
Plan. The shortfall wall 18.4 per cent in the Fifth PI~ ... perioJ. Such 
shortfall is continuing in tbe Sixth Plan al'io as is evident from the fact 
that during 1980-81 a~ainst a target of 2,687 MW in generating capacity 
only 1643 MW capacity was commissioned and 180 l\f\V rolled showing 
a slippage of 38.9 per cent. Even in 1981-82. against a target of 3,212 
MW only 2,300 MW i~ expected to be added even according to tlhe most 
optimistic estimates. This is a clear failure of planning process and 
present system of monitoring of projectc;. 

1.42 The Committee have no doubt that this failure to commission 
power projects as per target date is one of the factors responsihle for 
the present power crisis in the country wbi~h is a c;erious bottleneck In 
-economic development. According to calculations of the Department of 
Power, one year's delay in commissioning 1 MW of Power results in a loss 
of Rs. 1.78 crore41ii to the economy. Thus tbe colossal loss to the country 
as a result of these slippages can weD be imagined. There is a tendency oo 
-tbe part of the Ministries and the executing agencies concerned to blame 
each other for such sU1wage. The Committee stroagly feel that this state 
-of affairs should not be allowed to continue any lo•r and some firm and 
~l'ective measures should be taken to overcome such deficiencies. 
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1.43 The Committee need bardly point out that it is proposed t<t adtl 
1~,666 MW of geuerating capacity during the SixtJa Five Year Plan period 
which is by all reckoning a challenging task and requires sustained efforts 
by all concerned and close monitoring. The Committee, therefore, re-
commeud that Govera;neat should appoint a Monitoring agency coa-
sisting amoag others of representatives of the Department of Power I 
Central Electricity Authority, Department of Heavy Industry·/BHEI ... & 
ILK, Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance and Railft11ys to monitor 
the progress of power projects in the country on a continuous basis and to 
initiate COtTective measures at tbe earliest in implementation of p0w·er 
projects. 

1.44 Tbe Comcnittce ful'ther recommend that the performance of 
State Electricity Boards in the field of execution of power projects accord-
Ing to targets should be taken into account while sanctioning 11ew power 
projects. 



CHAPTER II 

PERFORMANCE OF THE BADARPUR THERMAL POWER: 
STATION 

2.1 According to Audit Para, the position of generation of power in 
Badarpur Thermal Power Station (Stage I) in 1977-78, 1978-79 and 
1979-80 was as under: 

Projected Actual ger,era- Consumption Balar.ce 
Year capacity tion (percen- within the availab!e 

(60% load ta~r· ,,[!~)in power station/ for sale 
factor) br., : .. ts) pt"rcen tage of 

(3) in brackets 

----
2 3 4 5 

(In million kilowatt-hours) 

1977-78 . 1497 839· 43(56· 07) 115·28(13·75) 72 415 

1978-79 . 1445 I 056· 08(73 · 08) 139· 05(13 ·16) 917·03 

1979-80 1419 1274 00(89·78) 181·C0(14·19) )(,~ 3 w 
----·· -----

It has also been stated in the Audit Para that the Units actually operat-
ed for 10.656 hours during 1977-78, 15,068 hours during 1978-79 and 
18,120 hours during 1979-80 against 26,280 hours available 1'ach year ... 

2.2 According to information furnished by the Ministry ol Energy 
(Department of Power), the performance of stage I of the Badarpur Ther-
mal Power Station has been as follows: 
----- ·-----

Stage I Uuits 1977-78 1978-79 t 979-80 

1. lnlltaled Capacity (MW) 300 300 300 

2. Derated Capacity (MW) 285 275 27S 

3· Generation in MUs 839·43 1055·35 1274 

4 Plant Load Factory(%) 33·62 43·80 5~·80 
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2.3 After assurning commissioning of Unit No. IV with effect fron. 
2.12.1978, the performance of the Power Station (Stage I & II) has been 
111 follows: 

"Stage I & U 1978-79 ·1979-80 '1980-SI 

1 Installed Capacity (l\fW) 510 510 510 
2 Derated Capacity (MW) 510 510 510 

3 Generation in MUs 1056·08 1532·33 2054·97 
.. 

4. Plant Load Factor (%) 33 34 46" 
-----

2.4 In rep!y to Unstarrcd Question No. 1254 dated 25.8.1981 in Lok 
Sabba, it has been stated: 

" (a) The performance of Badarpur Thermal Power Station has not 
been satisfactory but there has been a progressive improvement 
in its performance over the last three years. 

(b) The plan load factor during 1977-78 and 1978-79 was low due 
to high outage rate (forced and planned continued) resulting 
in low operating availability during these years. 

(c) The Plant Load Factor of Badarpur Power Station during 1979-
80 was lower than I.P. Station and -also a number of other 
power stations in the country. 

(d) The reasons for somewhat unsatisf•actory performance of Hadar-
pur Power Station have been identified and necessary steps have 
been taken to improve both the quality of pow~r supply as also 
the capacity utilisation of the pl~nt." 

2.5 The Committee desired to be furnished with the reasons for the 
unsatisfactory performance of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station. In 
t'eply, the Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) have stated as follows: 

" (a) The major constraints in achieving better performance of the 
Station are .given below: 

STAGE-I 

1977-78 

(i) Damage to turbine H.P. Rotor of Unit-11 during"'January, 
1977 and recommissioned in January, 1978, thus it remained 
out of services for ten months during 1977-78. 
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(ii) L.P. Rotor of Unit-III developed a bend on 16.4.77 this wu 

replaced with Unit-11 rotor, which was already out or service. 
This was recommissioned on 29 .6. 77. 

(iii) H.P. Rotor of Unit-1 got damaged on 31.1.78 and Tecommiso-
sioned on 20.7.78. Thus it remained out of service for two 
months during 1977-78. 

(iv) Boiler tube failures on three units· occurred fifteen times which 
accounted for a loss of about 62 days. 

1978-79 

(i) Unit-! remained out of service due to damage of its H.P. 
Rotor during January, 1978. It was recommissioned on 20th 
July, 1978, thus it remained out for about 4 months during 
78-79. Although the unit was synchronised on 20.7.78, but 
it could not be brought on full load till first week of Decem-
ber, 1978 due to high .turbine bearing vibration. 

(ii) Shortage of cooling water. 

(iii) lllegal strike by staff from 25.10.78 to 4.11.78. 

(iv) More number of Boiler tube failures on Unit-III as compared 
to Unit 1&11 as certain modifications were yet to be carried 
out on this unit similar to those already done on Unit-1&11. 

(v) More number of trippings leading to more outages, 

1979-80 

(i) Due to prevailing grid. condition at that time it was not found 
possible to take Unit-II out for overhauling. Thus, as a 
result of overdue overhaulin&, there had been excessive tube 
failures and availability Of various auxiliary system, parti· 
cularly P.C. Feeder, burners etc. had also been poor. 

( ii) Coal and oil shortage contributed to a loss of generation of 
81 MUs. 

198()..81 

(i) Unit-II was under shut down for 114 days for Capital Main-
tenance and for replacement of Economiser, Superheater 
under the Renovation Programme. 

3727 LS-3 
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(il) When Unit-II was started it gave repeated trouble of failure 
of Turbiue M.O.P. thrust bearing. 

(iii) Frequent tube failures on Unit-I. 

(vi) 'There has been partial loss on account of trouble in coal hand-
ling plant. 

Stage-lJ 

1979-80 

(i) Frequent Boiler tube failures. 

(ii) Unit after commissioning could not be stabilised due to veri-
ous problems, hence unit was taken under shut down for 
nearly two months (January, 80 to February, 80) for !nodi-
tication work in Boiler. 

1980-81 

( i) Frequent Boiler tube leakages. 

(ii) Failure of boiler auxiliaries such as Scrapper Conveyor, P.A. 
Fan impeller cap etc. 

(iii) Failure of Turbine Auxiliaries such as C.W. Pumps, S.O.P ... 
etc. 

(iv) High number of trippings on account of abnormal furnace 
vacuum and flame failure. · 

2.6 Asked about the action taken to improve the performance of the 
thJ:ee units and also reduce the consumption of oil, the Ministry of Energy 
(Department of Power) in a note furnished to the Conunittee have brought 
out: 

"During the course of operation certain manufacturing and erection 
defects were observed which led to breakdowns of 100 MW 
Units. This has been the main handicap in achieving genera-
tion at the rate of 60 per cent projected capacity. To over-
come the above mentioned problems various following steps 
J.ve been taken from time to time to reduce the number of 
breakdowns and optimise generation from these units . . 

I. Renovation Programme 

100 MW se~ installed at Badarpur, being the first such sets manu-
factured by BHEL in India were giving lot of problems since 
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ita commissioning as mea'tioned above. As pet tbe recommen-
dations of the CommitOOe set up by the Ministry of Energy a 
renovation programme covering major modifications and re-
placements of Superheater, economi.ser, airpreheaters etc. of 
Boilers and other associated auxiliary sy&tems has been under-
taken. Some of the minor items of work have been completed. 

(a) The major modifications i.e. replacement of Superheaters, e.co-
nomisers and lower blocks of air-preheaters on Unit-IT have 
already been completed during 1979-80. Its damaged retor 
has also been replaced to bring to its original capaicty of 100 
MW. 

(b) Major modifications on Unit-I have been planned during the 
next overhauling commencing from August, 1981 to October. ~ 
1981 . A new set of blades have been procured to replace the 
blades of old rotor of Unit-1. This will enable restoration of 
reduced capaicty of 100 MW. 

(c) Major renovation works on Unit-III have been plannoo durina 
overhauling in 1982-83. 

ll. Implementation of VGB Recommendatiorrs 

The recommendations of VGB Experts have been undertaken. 
Some of the recommendations have already been completed 

for which a team of VGB Technicians had been to Badarpur 
from January, 19 80 to April, 19 80 for carrying out the recti-

fication and modifications. A few of the remaining ones are 
in the process of implementation. 

III. Improvement in Supplies of major inputs and spares. 

(a) Coal 

In order to exercise control over quality fend for persuing the sup-
lies from linked collieries for required quantities a Coal Moni .. 
toring Cell has already been established with an Executive as 
its Incharge, 

(b) CirculQ/ing Water : Canal : 

Water for cooling purposes is taken from Agm Canal through a 
channel in the Power Station. Due to number of years of opera-
tion the capacity of this channel had reduced considerably by 
accumulated mud in the channel resulting into insufficient water 
supply when ali the units were operating simultaneously. The 
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channel has been desilted with the help of dredgers durinJ 
1979-80. Further during rainy seasons when Agra canal is 
closed the cooling water is now drawn from a separate 60 
cusecs channel. Modifications of raw VW!ter system from Agra 
Canal has also been undertaken which is under final stage of 
completion. 

(c) Spare part cell: 

A spare pans development cell has been developed for reclamation 
of spares used in the units and manufacture of some of the 

spares in the power station workshop or through suitable ven-
dors so as to minimise the dependence on indigconus suppliers 
which usually require a delivery period not less than 1 to 2 
years. A separate valves repair shop has also been established. 

The outcome of above mentioned steps bavc resulted in improved 
· performanee of 100 MW units as is observed from the figures 

given below: 

PERFORMANCE OF 3 X 100 MW GENERATING UNITS DURING 
1978-79, 1979-80 & 1980-81 

1978-79 1979-80 I 980-81 

1. Generation (M. Us) lOSS· 35 1274 1279·72 

2. Outage (in hours) 11212 8226 8112 

3. Overall utilisation factor(%) or load factor 43·80 52·74 53· 13 
57·56• 

4. Con1umption offurnacc oil . 27·03 22· .s 1 14 08 __ ....... 

•Overall utilisation factor excluding three months of renovation period of Unit-II. 

It will be observed from above data that a much higher generation 
as well as lower figures of outrage have been achieved as a result 
of the various above stated steps. Kc:ping in view the upward 
trend Of pedormanee of these units during 1979-80 and 1980-
81 it is expected that on completion of above stated major modi-

fications of all the units the performance of the station will fur-
ther improve." 
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Tripp.ings in the Power Station 

2. 7 The Committee were informed that the number of trippings in the 
Power Station were on the increase. There were 109 trippings in 1977-78, 
199 in 1978-79, 260 in 1979-80 and 170 in 1980-81. Out of these only 
18 trippings were planned und all others were forced trippings, 

2.8 The Committee desired to be furnished with die reasons for these 
trippings, the reasons for the increase in the number of trippings and cor-
rective measures taken in the matter. In reply, the Ministry of Energy 
(Department of Power) have furnished a note which is at Appendix III. 

2. 9 The main reasons for increase in trippings during 1978-79 are 
stated to be incroose in number of grid disturbances, trippings on boiler 
level protection and electrical equipments. As regards 1979-80 the in-
crease in tripping was mainly due to increase in boiler tube failures, boiler 
auxiliaries failures (such as PA fans, FD fans, Miling system, PC feederS. 
etc.) and trippings on boiler drum level protection. The Ministry have 
added that as a result of introduction of tripping analysis reports, regular 
preventive maintenance, and such other similar steps it 'has been possible 
to minimise trippings. The trippings dUTing 1980-81 have come down to 
173 as compared to 260 nos. during 1979-80. 

Delay in overhauling and maintenance 

2.10 Asked if the annual maintenance and overhauling of the Badar-
pur Thermal Power Station was· being carried out during the last three 
years as per schedule, the Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) have 
stated: 

"The overhauls at Badarpur Thermal Power Station have not been 
carried out on schedule." 

2.11 The Ministry have also furnished a statement showing reasons 
for Advanced/Delayed overhauling of units since commissioning (Appen· 
dix IV). 

2.12 The Committee enquired how far this deviation from scheduled 
maintenance and overhauling was responsible for the poor performance of 
the Badarpur Thermal Power Station. The Ministry of Energy (Depart-
ment of Power) in a note have indicated: 

"The overhauls at Badarpur Thermal Power Station could not be 
carried out on schedule as detailed and to an extent, it is res-
ponsible for reduced generation at the Badarpur Thermal 
Power Station. The exact effect of such postponement can-
not be quantified. However, the delay in overhauling results 
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in higher wear and tear rate; higher forced outages due to 
breakdown of wearing parts; longer time taken .to attend the 
breakdowns and partial availability of auxiliaries etc." 

2.13 The Committee have been informed that the power station bas 
not adhered to the time limit laid down by the Kulkarni Committee for the 
overhauling and maintenance of Plant. In this connection the Ministry of 
Energy (Department of Power) in a note have stated: 

"The time limit laid down in Ku!karni Committee report is for 
annual overhaul of a unit, particularly boiler to a period of 
about 28130 days, for turbine overhaul ordinarily 6-8 weeks 
have been indicated. In· case of Badarpur Thermal Power 
Station the time limit as laid down above could not be adhered 
to as the following renovation work was a!so undertaken dur-
ing overhauls. 

( 1 ) Modifications and renovation works including replacement 
oi Economiser /lower block of air preheater and conve.ction 

S.H. 

(2) Damages in the main transformer and turbine rotor includ-
ing their repair at BHEL Works." 

2.14 Asked about the steps taken to adopt modern techniques for 
overhauling and maintenance as have been adopted by some State Elec-
tricity Boards like Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh in respect of the 
1btrmai Power Stations under their control, the Ministry of Energy (De-
pm:tment of Power) have stated: 

''The overhauling and maintenance at Badarpur Thermal Power 
Station is being done by adopting modern techniques. Some 
of them are enumerated as below: 

(a) A separate group for planning of maintenance/ overhauls 
has been set up. 

(b) Preventive maintenance schedules are followed as per the 
norms to avoid breakdowns. 

(c) On-line condition monitoring of rotating machines is done 
with the help of modern instruments like IRD-308/350. 
This is done to check the unbalance/misalignment. For 

checking the bearing and gear deterioration, another 
instrument Model IRD-81 0 is being procured. The prac--
tice adopted by Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh and the 
techniques adopted by them will also be studied for further 
action." 
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Report of the West German Team of Experts 

2.15 The Committee enquired if a West German Team of Experts had 
"Visited Badarpur Thermal Power Station and the Team had made a num-
ber of recommendations. The Committee also desired to know the number 
·Of recommendations which hav..: since been implemented. In reply, the 
representative of the Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) stated 
.before the Committee: 

"It is a fact that a Team of Expens from an organisation called 
VGB, which is an association of thermal .power stations in 
Germany paid several visits to this country, first in 1977, again 
in 197 8 and then a follow up visit in 1979 and so on . . . . . . 
As far as the recommendations of the Team to improve the 
power situation are concerned, they looked at the different 
power stations. They made 172 recommendations out of 
which 80 have been implemented. Sixty-five are yet to be 
implemented. The balance were considered unacceptable. In · 
the first visit of 1977, they had identified 143 problems, out 
of these 143, we have already accepted 72 recommendations. 
We have yet to implement 60 recommendations. It is a que!-
tion of getting spares and also getting tenders etc ....... We 
could not get the spares. As soon as we get the things, we 
win implement the recommendations." 

2.1 6 In a subsequent note furnished to the Committee, the Mi.Distry of 
Energy (Department of Power) have stated: 

''Out of total 276 recommendations, 160 have been implemented 
while 25 were not found acceptable, comments are awaited 
from VGB on 14 and the balance of 77 recommendations are 

yet to be implemented/pending implementation due to reasons 
mainly falling under following categories. 

(i) Require change to technology, total design and layout. 

(ii) Awaiting procurement of material and equipments. 

{iii) To be implemented during overhauls." 
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Details of the number of recommendations received implemented etc.. 
are &iven below: 

Sl. Yt"ar 
No. 

1 . 1977 

2. 1978 

3. 1979 

4. 1980-81 

VGB RECOMMENDATIONS 

Total Implemented Not Com- Y~;t t<' 
No. of --------- found ments be 
recommt'n- 1 978 ) 979 1980-81 suitable awaited imple-
dations from mcnted 

VGR 

Nil 

102 54 21 10 3 14 

17 Sprcial 5 8 3 

145 77 3 9 56 

12 3 4 3 -----.............. ----
276 54 21 85 25 14 77 

160 
---··---

.Z.17 The Committee are concerned to note that the performance of 
tbe .Badarpur Thermal Power Station has not been satisfactory as is evi-
dent from the fact that the plant load factor (percentage of utilisation) 
was only 33 per cent in 1978-79, 34 per cent in 1979-80 and 46 per cent 
in 1980-81. Even in the case of Stage I Unit which were commissioned 
by the year 1975, the plant load factor bad been only 33.6.Z per cent, 
43.80 per cent and 52.80 per cent during the years 1977-78, 1978-79 
and 1979-80 respectively. Thus, the plant load factor has been much 
less than the ideal level of performance fixed at 60 per cent and also 
tbe level of utilisation achieved in a number of power stations in private 
sector as well as in other States like Maharashtra and Gujarat. The 
Collllllittee WOUld like to point out that Badarpur Thermal Power Statio& 
is tbe first regional thermal power station set up in the Central sector and 
siace a number of power stations are now being set up in the Central 
sector, Bad.arpur TII.ermal Power Station should function as a model of 
eft!deacy. 1be Committee therefore expect that the perfonnance of 
the Badarpur Tbermal Power Station will be kept under constant watch 
8Dd corrective measures takeu to achieve utilisation level of at h•ast 
60 p.c. load factor. 

2.18 · Ia this counection, the Committee would like to express their 
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leriouB c:oacem at the low capacity utl1isation in all the thermal power· 
1Cati0111 Ia the c:oUDtry as a whole. 'lbe plant load factor of thermal 
power sCatioas Ia the country whiclh was 56 per cent in 1976-77 baa 
been sbowiug a deteriorating trend and the same decUned to 45.4 per cent 
iD 1979-80 and 44.9 per cent between April and November, 1981. 'I1Ie 
Committee have no doubt that if this trend of deterioration in the capa-
city utilisation in the power plants is not reversed, the country will con• 
tinue to sutter from chronic shortage of power even after adding the tar• 
getted capacity of 19,666 MW in the Sixth Plan. The Committee woald 
Bke to emphasise t'hat a detailed methOdology to maximise power gene-
ntion in the country should be worked out and follow up action taken 
expet:lti.ously so that the utilisation of the power stations in the country 
reaches the optimum level of performance at 60 per cent as prescribed 
by the Central Electricity Authority. 

2.19 The Committee are constrained to observe that not only the 
lll:ilkation of capacity in the Badarpur Them~al Power Station is un-
18tisfactory but the generation of power is also highly uncertain as is 
evident from the fact that there were as many as 108, 199. 260 and 
173 trippings in the power station during 1977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80 
and 1980-81 respectively. As a result of these trippin~s. large areas of 

the capital and neighbouring States were plunged into darkness disrupting 
economic activity. The Committee cannot but express their deep con-
cern at this large number of trippings. Since the reasons for these tripp-
illgs have already been identified as given in the statements furnished 
to the Committee, concrete measures 9bould be taken to do away wit• 
the trippings. The Committee should be informed of the action take• 
in this regard at an early date. 

Z.20 The CoDJ.Drittee note that the overhauling and mainteDftnce ol 
the plant and equipment at the Badarpur Thennal Power Station has 
not been carried out as per prescribed time schedule. They have no 
doubt that tis delay has contributed to the frequent trippings in the 

power station and reduced generation. 'The Committee would like to 
po1Dt out that the postponement of overhauling of equipment to meet 
lmniecliate d£tDBDd is a shortsighted policy as it may cause serious damage 
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.le equlpmeat resulthlg in dosure of power statlou for lone periods nd 
,laiper fOrced oataps. They, therefore, recommend that in fltture fhe 
. aatborifies of the power station should adhere to tile sdJ.edUied dates or 
.overllaoling aad nmiatenance. 

2.21 The Committee note that a Team of West Gel\Dan Experts had 
visited so.me tbei'IIUd power stations in the country including Badarpur 
TbenDal Power Station thrice viz. in 1977, 1979 and 1980-81 and die 

·Team bad made a number of recommendatioos to improve the perform-
ance of Baclarpur thermal Power Station. However, out of 276 recoJD.. 
meDdations made by the Team, only 160 have so far bee., implemented. 
Tweaty-five recoamteudations have been found unacceptable and 77 re-
commeadatious are yet to be implemented. On 14 recommendations for. 
tber comments of the team are awaited. The Committee would like to be 
baformed of the specific action taken on the reco11t1<11endations of tbe 
·team wltlcb have been accepted. 



CHAPTERID 

EQUIPMENT FOR THE BADARPUR THERMAL POWER STATION 

A Supply of Equipment by M/s BHEL & Instrumentation Ltd. 

3.1 It has been stated in the Audit Para that the scheduled date for 
commissioning of the fourth unit was 31 December, 1977. It was synchroni-
·sed for operation from time to time but had not been opened for com-
mercial operation till September 1980. One of the reason'S for delay as 
given in tlre Audit Para is discrepancies and manufacturing defects noticed 
in the boilers, turbo-generatOr artd pumps supplied by firm 'A' (M/s BHEL) 
during erection and pre-commissioning. The Committee desired to be fur-
nished with the detail of discrepancies and manufacturing defects actually 
detected the follow-up action taken in the matter and the time taken by the 
supplier to rectify the defect'S. In reply, the Ministry of Energy (Depart-
ment of Power) have stated in a note as follows: 

"There were a number of defects and discrepancies found in the 
Boiler & Turbo-generator equipments during erection. Some 
of the equipments had to be sent back to BHEL workshop for 
modification and rectification of the defects while others were 
repaired at site thus consuming considerable · time. It may. 
however, be mentioned that no pumps have been supplied by 
M/s. BHEL. 

Details of some of the major defects noticed in the material supplied by 
BHEL i.e. Boiler and Turbo-generator materials and time taken to rectify 
these art as under: 

1. Defects noticed in Turbo-generator equipment: 

For the defects/discrepancies noticed during erection, some of them had 
been sent to Hardwar while some had been rectified at site. T1le details of 
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the defects and time taken are as under:-
{i) Epipmenl which w1re s•nt to Hardwar: 

Sl. Name of Equipment 
No. 

J. Blow holes in the foundation frame of L.P.C. 

::t. Faulty calibration of Dynamometrrs 

3· Bearing No. ~ (Loose babbiting). 

<4. Trunion plates of generator 

5· Reabearing housing of Generator was leaking 

6. Wrong Iteam path clearance to Turbine 

7. Defective gland steam cooler 

(ii) Equipment reJ,aired at Sit,: 

J. Blow holes in FBP sole plate 

• • 

2. More clearance in LPC right side transverse key 

3· Vertical key coming in from of LPC 

4. Position of ametiu-r . 

Time taken for repair 

31-3-77 to 1 ?-4-77 

7-4-7?- to sz:z-4-77 

tB-4-77 to •s-8-?7 

13-6-77 to :zo-6-77 

18-10-77 to 17-11-77 

• 13-11·77 to 15·12-77 

• 

I 7-4·7? tCo 22·4-77 

:z6-5-77 to 30-5-77 

10-6-77 to 16-6-77 

One week. 

5· Coupling holes of LP & IP rotor flange not match-
ing 23·5·7? tO I 1-6-78 

6. Cross over pipt"s not matching • • 10 days. 

II. Defects experience in Boiler Erection 

Some of the major defects noticed during Boiler Erection are as un,der:-. 

1. There was mismatching of the column pieces. Certain rectifi-
cation had to be done at site. 

2. The holes in the gusset plate were not matching with the holes 
in the column pieces. Certain new gusset plates were required 
to be fabricated at site for proper erection. 

3. Structural member were fouling at certain in plac~s with the 
burner pane1 P.C. piping bends near burner panels and ducting 
to Economiser near the outlet of the air pre-heater. 

4. All the down comer bends were not of the desired angles and 
modifications had to be done at site by adding additional pie-
ces. 

5. Economiser hanger tubes were fouling with its own suspensions. 
Additional bends had be introduced in 67 tubes to facilitate 
erection. 
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6. There was a difference upto X 8 mm between the stubs fitted 
on the drum and the adjustment had to be done a~ site. 

7. The 'U' bolts for fixing the ~rum were not matching with the 
drum and additional edges had to be given at certain places. 

'8. Almost all the bends in the H.P. piping are not of required angle 
as specified. Difficulties were experience.d in aligning the pipe 
lines. 

9. No key ways have been cut in the coupling of both the P.A. 
fans. 

1 0. Coupling was unbalanced. 
l 1. The shock bars supplied were not of requirement. Suitable 

modification had to be done in shock bar before it could be 
used. 

12. The holes provided in the air pre-heater housing for fixing 
drive were not matching with the base frame of the drive unit. 
Suitable modifications had to be done at site. 

13. The balancing of one no. ID fan had to be done- at site.'' 

3.2 The Committee wanted to know the dates on which order were 
placed for supply of main plant, equipment and materials, the stipulated 
dates of supply, actual dates of delivery and the reasons for delay in each 
case. In reply, the Mi{listry of Energy (Department of Power) have stated 
jn a note: 

"(a) The orders for Main Plant & Equipment and materials were 
placed as under: 

1,i) Boiler & Turbo-generator {Letter of intent) 

(ii) Control & instrumentation (Letter of intent) 

(iii) Other mechanical and electrical equipments 

II/73 

1/74 

I 974-75 and I 9i's-76 

(b) The original stipulated dates and actual dates Of delivery are 
as follows:-

Item Original Actual date 
stipulated of supplies 

date 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Boil,.r 

Turbo-gr-nerator 

C & I 

Other mechanical & elt'ctrical equipment 

Bin 
1977-78 

Major supp-
lies comple-
ted by 7/78 



Main reasons for delay as intimated by the suppliers arc as follows: 

(i) T.G. and Boiler: 

(a) Delays in engineering and finalisation of the same between the-
consultants and the supplier. 

(b) Power cuts and strikes at the subvendor's worb. 

(c) Delay in shipment, receipt and cleara~ce of imported com-
ponets. 

(d) Railway -restrictions in booking from time to time. 

(ii) Control & Instrumentation: 

(a) Delays in engineering and finalisation Of the same between 
the consultants and the supplier. 

(b) Power cuts and strikes at .the manufacturers and subvendor's 
works. 

(c) Delays in shipment, receipt and clearance of imported compo-
nents. 

(iii) Other Electrical & Mechnical Equipments 

(a) Delayed finalisation of drawings. 

(b) Non-availability of indegenous and imported raw materials by 
the supp:iers in time. 

(c) Power cuts, strikes, lock-outs at the manufacturers' and sub-
vendor's works. 

(d) Dislocation of nonnal working due to floods and cyclones. 

(e) Railway restrictions on booking and transport-action del·ays." 

3.3 The Committee wanted to know 'the chocks exercised by the pro-
ject authorities while accepting the equipment from suppliers to ensure that 
the equipment was of requisite quality and free from defects. The Minis-
try of Energy (Department of Power) in a note have stated: 

"The defects in Boiler and T.G. equipment were mostly of such 
a nature which could only be elected during erection, commi-
ssioning and initial operation of the unit." 

3.4 Asked about the follow up action taken by the Ministry. of Energy 
to get the defects in the equipment rectified, the Ministry have stated: 

"As soon as the discrepancies and defects in the equipment were 
noticed, it was immediately brought to the notice of BHEL at 
various levels who then rectified the defects free of cost partly 
at site and partly at their works." 
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3.5 Asked about the time taken by BHEL to rectify the defects, it has-
been stated in the note: 

"Delay in the supply of equipment and rectificat~on of defects during 
erection resulted in shifting of commissioning from December, 
1977 to July 1978 when the Unit was first rolled. It had to 
be stopped due to high vibration in piolt excitor whioh had to 
be replaced with a new one.'' 

I 3.6. The Committee wanted to have the views of the Department of 
Heavy Industry regarding the defects in the equipment supplied by BHEL 
In reply, it has been stated in a note: 

"The defects that have been reported pertain mostly to the first Jot 
of sets supplied by BHEL. BHEL had no_ operational ex-
perience of 200/210 MW sets as the first set wa'S tput on com-
mercial load only in May, 1978. The problems faoed in 
aU the 13 sets that were commissioned upto March 1980 
were examined station by station by a team of BHEL experts 
together with the experts of CEA and the_ Electricity Boards. 
Various complaints were listed and analysed. Specialists from 
BHEL collaborators also went around various sites where 
200/210 MW sets are working to have first-hand knowledge 
of the problems faced by the users. All the works to be car-
ried out on the 13 sets were identified and a time-bound prog-
gramme to attend to them was drawn. These improvements 
have also been incorporated in the subsequent sets. After in-
corporation of these improvements, there has been conside-
rable increase in the average generation per day from these 
stations." 

3.7 The Committee enquired if it was a fact that the boilers and other 
equipment supplied by BHEL were mostly found to be defective. In reply, 
Chairman, BHEL stated before the Committee: 

"Initially BHEL supplied boilers of Czech design and certain defi-
ciencies were found in them. Subsequently we took up colla~ 
boration with Combustion Engineering. Those boilers have 
been behaving far better. When we took up Czech collabo-
ration, at that time no other collaborations were available. 
W-hen they were operated in Indian conditions, the actual qua-
lity of coal very much varied from the specification. That is 
happening even now because the coal which actually gets 
burnt has higher a'Sh content and its quality is not in accor-
,dance with original specifications. The basic cause of troubles 
in the boilers has been due to this very important factor. The 
Combustion Engineering Boilers which we have adopted 
now for 200 M\V are giving uninterrupted power supply and 



these boilers have come to stay. In the earlier boiler whenever 
some deficiencies were noticed, they made design modification 
and after that there has been some improvement.'' 

3.8 To a query from the Committee if the higher ash content was the 
-only factor contributing to the poor performance of the boilers, the witnesa 
replieP: 

"That is the chief problem. There were other minor modifications 
that were needed. The mill design had to be changed. We did 
it. We are continuously improving upon all factors. The main 
problem is, at the time of designing the .boiler if we know 
what coal is going to be supplied, the boiler will be designed 
according to that. But in actual practice, the coal that is sup-
plied is different from the specifications given at the time of 
design of boilers. Even with imported boilers this problem is 
there. It is not peculiar to BHEL boilers. In Santaldih and 
Bandel the position is the same. Out of our experience gained 
from earlier mistakes, we have now designed the 200 MW 
boilers with improvements and these 200 MW boilers are 
working very satisfactorily in Vijayawada and other places 
where they have been installed. As I said, the wide variation 
between the actual coal supplied and the quality originally 
specified at the time of boiler design is the most important 
factors which is responsible." 

3.9 The Chairman. National Thermal Power Corporation stated: 

"The coal that we are now getting i'S of a lower calorific value than 
the coal for which boilers were designed. Earlier we were get-
ting coal from almost 40 to 50 collieries. Recently, we had a 
lot of interaction. As a result of that, now, for Badarpur we 
have limited coal supply to almost 8 or 9 collieries from 
Jharia. Moreover, we are getting ROM coal." 

3.10 Clarifying the position further, Chairman, Central Electricity Au-
thority stated: 

"The boiler can take plus or minus 10 per cent variation only. What 
is happening in our !power stations is that we have not been 
able to maintain uniformity in the quality of coal. Sometimes, 
we get 50 to 55 per cent of ash content and at other times, we 
get 30 to 35 per cent ~sh content." 

3.11 The Committee drew the attention of the Chairman, BHEL to 
a note submitted by the Department of Power to the Estimates Committee 
(Dec. 1980) : 

"So far 16 nos. 200/210 MW sets !have been installed in different 
States in the country. Every State E!cctricity Board has com-
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plained about the poor quality of the BHEL equipment. The 
defects reported by SEBs have Qeen from time to time brought 
to the notice of the Quality Assurance Wing of the BHEL. The 
various defects have been jointly identified by CEA, BHEL 
and concerned Boards and have been accepted by BHEL." 

T·he Committee also drew the attention of the Chairman, BHEL to 
para 4.27 of the 16th Report of the Committee on Public Undertakings 
(1980-81): 

"The Committee agree that some· price has to be paid for indigenisa-
tion of power equipment, but they fee1 that the country has 
already paid a heavy price and that the time has come for the 
indigenous units to stabilise and give a good account of themsel-
ves.'' 

3.12 Explaining the position, Chairman, BHEL stated during evidence: 

"My submission is that during the nine months, the criticism against 
BHEL has lessened. The Chairman has told me that the level 
of confidence has very much increased. The Chairman, Central 
Electricity Authority quoted the figures. The figures speak for 
themselves. 

It has been mentioned in the EC Report that the Central Electricity 
Authority, BHEL and others joined hands, studied and found 
out the defects and the results arc bc'forc the Committee. 

The Committee can see for themselves how the improvement came 
about. In July last year, first 13-200/210 MW Units generat-
ed daily average of 14.4 million units. In May, 1981 same Units 
were generating 36.2 million Units per day. 

This has been made 'possible by coordinated approach and identi-
fiCation of problems. The problems have been resolved. I 
would submit to the Committee that at first when the sets ran, 
there were troubles. But, after identification of the problems 
the performance of the sets improved for the last ten months 
or so. It is an achievement:' 

3.13 The Committee wanted to have the views of the Department of 
Power regarding the quality, timely supply and performance of equipment 
~upplied by BHEL and ILK. In reply, Secretary (Power) stated before 
the Committee: 

"I would submit that while we certainly appreciate the efforts being 
made by BHEL or Instrumentation Ltd., Kota, as far as the 
customer is concerned-Our customer is Badarpur or N.T.P.C. 
-We are not in a position to say that they are fully satisfied 

3727 LS--i 
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with the equipment which has been supplied. We are aware 
that whenever any new equipment is taken up for manufacture 
-a new range of equipment-we concede that there is a learn-
ing process .... We have looked at the performance of 60 M\V 
set or 100 or 21 0 MW sets. The opinion i's almost un-
animous that much more needs to be done. No doubt both 
BHEL and the I.L. Kota entered into a collaboration with 
the manufacturers with vast experience and repute. I think 
that one Jesson which we have now learnt is that the designs 
which were prepared or considered suitable for use in a cer-
tain country require extensive adaptation and modification 
when used in a different country. ~ I would also say just as 
there was col1aboration with the USSR and Czechoslovakia 
there is now collaboration with the Combustion Engineering 
and KWK. We have yet to see whether the· collaborations with 
KWK will show a similar kind of learning process. It has to be 
seen. There is a new collaboration for a turbogenerators with 
KWK of Germany, These are yet to be commissioned and they 
have not yet started operating. Our· effort over the last three 
or four years has been after having got these equipments, to 
identify the deficiencies and to initiate a time bound program-
me for making improvements. I must make one other submis-
sion also at this stage. Unfortunately, 'SO far strict contracting 
procedures between the customer and the supplier have not 
yet become a normal practice.'' 

3.14 When asked why there were no formal contracts regarding supply 
of equipment, the witness replied: 

''[ would say that partly there has been a default on the part of the 
Electricity Bo~rds also. For the first time. it i's the National 
Thermal Power Corporation which has initiated a strict con-
tracting procedure. In spite of the fact that there might be only 
one supplier for a certain range of equipments. they have in-
troduced in their contracts not only strict vrocedurcs for cquip-
ments delivery schedule but also penalties for the defult in 
timely supplies or penalties for default in performance. What 
is also important is the procedure for the quality assurance 
during the process of manufacture. To my mind, this is .of J!reat 
importance in situation where we have virtua11y one manufac-
turer. I may be forgiven if I say that there is a feeling among 
the various customers. I inClude in them the State Electricity 
Boards and the NTPC-that the internal quality control pro-
cedure of BHEL ever the years was not adequate. I am now 
glad to say that in the last few months, the BHEL has certain-
ly taken measures to improve the internal quality control pro-
cedures. I feel that today we are faced with a situation where 
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because we have adapted the designs without adequate proving 
in the climate in which we· are to operate in a very broad sen-;e, 
I used the word 'climate' and we have learnt this by experience 
and, it rs for this reason that my predecessor had submitted to 
the Estimates Committee that we would evolve model contracts. 
Any such contract would imply obligations on the .part of both 
the parties. Let me not give this impression that the faults are 
only of BHEL or J.L. Kota but there have also been faults on 
the part of Electricity Boards. We have been· impressing on the 
Electricity Boards that their project management •procedures 
'Should undergo a radical change. Otberwi.5e even for the con-
tracts they might have ente!'ed into they might find themselves 
in a situation wherein we would not be able to enforce any kind 
of penalty because there are serious failures on the part of the 
customers also. We are hoping that we will be able to finalise 
model contract very soon and make available to the electricity 
boards. Sir, as far as NTPC is concerned tnis procedure is 
already in vogue there.'' 

Equipment:; supplied by Instrumentation Ltd., Kota 

3.15 It has been brought to the notioe of the Committee that the con-
trol equipment supplied to the Badarpur Thermal Power Station by Mls. 
Instrumentation Ltd. Kota has developed several defects and this has ad-
versely affected the functioning of the power station. Asked whether the 
position stated above was correct, the Ministry of Energy (Department of 
Power) have replied in the affirmative and have brought out: 

"The following shortcomings have been noticed: 

( i) The control equipment requires calibration frequently, . 
( ii) The working of the control equipment being voltage based gets 

affected by the induction pick-up. 

(iii) In thermal load control system there is no provision of feed 
back to help stable operation under chant~ing load condition. 
Further the load sharing by variators dCl not remain uniform. 
This involves frequent calibration and adjustment. 

(iv) Due to improper working of the control system the power 
station performance gets affected.'' 

3.16 The Committee wanted to know the reasons for the development 
Of defects in the control equipment supplied. The Committee a]'So quaried 
whether equipment itself was defective or it was because of some deficiency 
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in the operation of the equipment. The Ministry of Energy (Department of 
Power) in a written reply have stated: 

"The control system and the final control element appears to be in-
adequately designed. Because of this and the working of the 
control equipment being voltage-based, the control loops could 
not be commissioned satisfactori1y and work consistently." 

3.17 Regarding the defects noticed in the control equi•pment supplied to 
the Hadarpur Thermal Power Station, Chairman, Instrumentation Ltd. Kota 
stated before the Committee: 

"Regarding the defects particularly with re·gard to these 21 0 MW 
stations, I would like to state that as mentioned by the CM D, 
BHEL, initially when the sets were commissioned there were a 
number of defects. Then we set up a joint team of BHEL 
and ourselves and we went into the defects for rectification and 
the results have already been mentioned. The only thing I wnuld 
like to mention is that in case of instrumentation, what happens 
is that there arc certain instrumentation control loops which 
can be commissioned only when the whole set is commissioned. 
For instance. the automatic loops will function and will be able 
to be commissioned and tuned only when the other input"i arc 
ready. Unless those inputs are all right. the control equipment 
will not function. Unless al1 the inputs are there together and 
made to work as a system, the thing docs not work. I would 
like to mention that no specific defects of design as such in any 
instruments have been mentioned and no specific deficiencies in 
the quality of instruments as such have b..:cn mentioned. 
What has been mentioned is commissioning or tuning adjnsl· 
ments mostly of the control loops. lt has been now tried out 

and successfully done in most of the power stations as a result 
of joint team efforts because instrument~ttion comes at the time 
of the total system getting commissiontd." 

3.18 Asked when the equipment was supplied to Badarpur Power 
Station and when the defects were brought to its notice, the witness replied: 

"The equipment was supplied in 1978-79. The unit was synchro-
nised in December, 1978. Operation started in March, 19RO. 
Now from the time of synchronisation onwards, we have been 
getting reports. T have got a series of reports here sent as 
a result of meetings held wh!!n these defects or deficieneics 
have been brought out ...... All the defects \Vhich have been 
pointed out in those reports lY.1ve subsequently been rectified." 
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3.19. Boller and Turbo-generator equipment for the Badarpur 'fhe.mal 

Power Station-Stage II was supplied by M/ s. Bharat Heavy Electricals 
Ltd. Although the equipment was to be supplied by August/September, 
1976, tJae major supplies were completed by April, 1978 only. During 
eredion stage, a number of defects and deficiencies were fotmd in the 
boilers and equipments and some of the equipments had to be sent back 
to BHEL workshOp for modification Hl.lld rectifications of fbe defects ·while 
sc..11e defects were repaired at site with the result that the unit could be 
put to commercial operation from Mnrd•, 1980 only. The Committee 
cannot, but express their deep anguish a.t this. 

J.ZO The Con.unittee hae taken note of the statements made by the 
representative of the Minis1ry of Energy (Departmc.nt of Power) before the 
Cc•;nmittee that "one lesson whie'lt we have now learnt is that the designs 
which were prepared or considered suitable for use in a certain couutry re-
quire extensive adaptatic.~ and modification when used in a different coun-
try" and that "there is a feeling among the various customers-1 include in 
them the State Electricity Boards and NTPC-that the internal quality con-
trol procedure of BHEL over the years was not adequate''. 

The Committee have further- taken note of the statement made by the · 
representative of llepartment of Heav~· Industry ~hat they have now entered 
into a foreign collaboration and the performance o( the new umits based OD! 
this collaboration is better. The Committee would not like to make any 
detailed comment on the subject as the Committee on Public Undertakmgs 
is making a detailed examination of BIIEL. They. however, hope that 
the equipment supplied by the indigenous manufacturers to the power 
Stations in future would be free from all defects and deficiencies so as to 
satisfy the technical needs and fe((ttirements of the power stations. 



CHAPTER IV 

PROBLEMS OF THE POWER STATION 

A.Supply of Spares 

4.1. The Committee were informed that considerable difficulties were 
being faced by the Power Station in obtaining spares from M/s. BHEL 
~d. and M/s. Instrumentation Ltd., Kota. · Orders for spares placed in 
1976 have not yet peen fulfilled. This had adversely affected the overhaul-
ing and rectification programme of the Power Station. 

4.2. When asked about the action taken on the recommendations made 
by the German Team of Experts, the Committee were informed that some 
of the recommendations could not be implemented due to non-receipt of 
the required .spare parts from BHEL. It was further stated that there 
were 172 orders placed on BHEL and these had been only partly executed. 

4.3. The Committee wanted to know from the Chairman, NTPC if 
any advance planning was being done in regard to procurcnlent of spares, 
Chairman, NTPC replied: 

"We do plan in advance. 
old as 1975 or 1976. 

Some of our orders with BHEL are as 
The 1975 order contained 43 items 

out of which 7 item:; are still pending. Out of 27 items for 
boiler spares in the 1976 order, 6 are pending.'' 

4.4. Chairman, BHEL stated before the Committee: 

"Generally, we have taken one year to supply. That is, orders pJac-
ed in 1980-81 will be completed by 1981-82. We have given 
our delivery period for various orders .... We started about 9 
months ·ago on this problem and we made a special drive. 
Against our target of Rs. 48 crores, we did production of Rs. 
65 crores. It is not my impression that orders arc Jying 
with us for the last 7 years unless these orders have become 
obsolete and fresh orders were placeu .... We are actually 
aware of the problem." 

4.5. Chairman, Instrumentation Ltd., Kota stated: 

"We have received orders from Badarpur and a fair amount of 
spares have been supplied. My people have been going und 
'meeting them periodically regularly and we have en~urcd that 
no critical item from our side are pending. We arc having 
constant liaison with them." 

48 
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4.6. Asked about the time taken in supply spares. after receivinJ 
the· orders, the witness stated: 

"It depends on the spares concerned. If it is to be. impor~d and 
if it is of Russian origin, it takes 2 to 3 years. But if they 
are indigenous, normally from 6 months to 1 year, we supply." 

4.7. Secretary, Power stated before the Committee: 

"As you rightly pointed out, this has been a problem effecting not 
only Badarpur but also practically every electricity board in 
the country. There are defaults of three kinds, as f'dr as 
timely supplies of ·spares are concerned. One is that there 
has been poor planning by the Electricity Boards. Many of 
the spares require 18 to 24 months for manufacture. Second-
ly, .BHEL supplies have not been able to commensurate with 
the capacity or ability to supply the spares. There arc pro-
blems with imported spares particularly with Russia. There 
has been and continues to be difficulties in getting spares from 
Russia. Last year this problem of spares was discussed in 
one of the conferences with the Electricity Boards' Chairman. 
Two or three decisions were taken then. One was that the 
BHEL should make available drawings of the simple items to 
the Electricity Boards so that they can either make them in 
their own workshops or get them made locally. They ~hould 
nlso give a clear schedule of delivery of different items. The 
third recommendation wao; that the BHEL should earmark 20 
per cent of the manUofacturing capacity for the production of 
spares. Since this decision. some improvement in the avail-
ability of spares is noticeable. But we are still a long way to 
gc.." 

4.8 1be Committee desired to be furnished with a statement g1vang 
details of orders placed with BHEL/Instrumentation Ltd., Kota for spares 
etc. for Badarpur Thermal Power Station. spares since received and the 
orders still pending. In reply. the following statement has been furnished: 

"ST.\TEME~T SHOWI'!\\G POSITION OF ORDERS STILl. PEXDJ~r. WITH 

I.L.K. B.H.E.I.. 

r. Nn. of order!! plac('d. 6r Nm 4012 

2. No. of order~ executrd. 15 !131 

3· No of ord(•rs prnding (part !lupply) . 15 45 
4· No. of order~ pt"nding (AU it<'ms) 31 126" 
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4.9. The Committee note that renovation/modification programme in 

the .Badarpur Thermal Power Station has suffered because of non-supply o( 
spares by indigenous manufa·cturers viz. M/s. BHEL and U.K. It ius alsO 
been brought to the notice of t'he Committee that some of the recommc.~'lda
tiOns of the West Gel1118D. Team of Experts could not be implemented . 
because the requisite spares ""·ere not available from the indigenous unanu·· 
facturers. From the statement furnished by the Ministry of E.nergy (De-
partment of Power), it is seen that out 6{ 402 orders placed with M/s. 
BHEL between 1977 and 1981, only 231 orders were executed, 45 orders 
Wet'e partly executed and 126 orders were not executed. 'fhe position is 
still worse in respect of M/s. Instrumcntatio.n Ltd., Kota as out of 61 
orders placed, only 15 orders were executed, 15 were partly executed and 
31 orders were not executed till the end of 1981. Some of the orders 
placed as early as 1975 or 1976 are still pending. The Committee fail to 
understand how the power stations can ru.!l eflicienrtly if the rcquisit~ spares 
are not avallable in time. They would like to express t!heir deep concern 
over such abnormal delays in supply of spares and expect that pr(lfllt)Jt n(>ces-
sary action would be taken in this regard. 

(b) Quality of coal supplied to the Power Station 

4.10. One of tho.: reasons for the unsatisfactory performance o'f the 
thermal power stations in the country i!; stated to be the poor quality of 
coal supplied to these power stations. These complaints relate to higher 
ash content as well as mixture of extraneous matter such ·.:~s stones, shales 
etc. affecting the performance of the equipment. 

4.11 Regarding the problem of quality of coal, Secretary (Power) stated 
before the Committee: 

•·J would only submit that when people talk o[ the problem of coal 
in power stations it is not merely the question of ash which is 
relevant. Certain kinds of problems have arisen in a num-
ber of power stations because the size of coal which is supplied 
has been beyond what the coal handling equipment in the po-
wer stations is designed. This has been a complaint in a 
number of power stations and this has been taken up with the 
coal com{Yanies and a programme of installing t~oal handling 
equipment at the mine heads has been taken on hand. What 
the coal handling plants would do is to carry out the work of 
crushing and screening which will ensure that when the coal 
reaches the power stations it is not over-sized beyond the 
capacity of the coal handling equipment at the power stations. 
There are also other kinds of problems as far as usc of coal 
in power stations is concerned. One problem arises during 
the monsoon months. This was a problem faced in Badarpur 
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also thiG year because coal comes in wagons in a highly moisl 
and wet condition and if it contains dust, it becemes very 
sticky and it becomes extremely difficult for the coal handling 
equipment to unload the coal within the power stations and 
to utilise the coal. Therefore when we talk of the problem 
of coal in power stations, I submit it is not merely the ash 
content. 

One other point which I have forgotten to mention is that another 
problem which is common in a number of power stations is 
the admixture of non-coal matter in coal i.e. shale and stone. 
This obviously creates problems in the power stations. The 
coalcrushers at mine head would of course help partly to 
eliminate non-coal matter. Our experts are examining the 
measures to eliminate this non-coal matter in the coal through 
some mechanical equipment. This is ·also being examined: 
thoroughly." 

4.12 The witness further stated: 

"We are not washing coal for the power stations in this country. 
There are studies currently underway, in regard to the feasibi-
lity of washing the coal for power stations. The economics 
of the process of washing is something which requires a very 
close look. This is being examined separately.'' . 

4.13. The Committee d~sired to know the reasons why poor quality of 
coal containing extraneous matter was being supplied to the power stations. 
In reply, Secretary (Power) stated: 

"First of all, Jet me explain why the problem of stone and ~hale has 
become a little more pronounced in the last few vears corn-
pared to earlier period. If you see the pattern o'f caal pro-
duction in the country, you will find that the production of coal 
from open cast min..:s is rising very sharply. Traditionally 
bulk of coal production has come from underground mining 
where stones and shales could easily be segregated by the 
minor. Today a large number of electricity boards -are sup-
plied coal from open cast mines where the method of mining 
is such that the shovels cannot separate shale and stones from 
coal. This is one of the reasons. And again, let me say 
that a number o'f power sl'ations in the country get ROM coal. 
We are now trying to improve matters by introducing coal han-
dling plants at the coal mines where crushing will be done." 

It will eliminate sh11le and stones to a substantial extent. Second-
ly, even in mechanised mining. certainly it is possible to im-
prove or to minimise the presence of stones if some care and 
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supervision is exercised. Measures have· now been introduced 

• for taking samples either at the coal mines or at the receiving 
end. Power stations used to receive co'al from a number of 
collieries. We have now tried to identify and eliminate thooe 
mines from where we get bad coal. The last point which is 
under consideration is to introduce crushers at the power 
stations. This will again help eliminate shale and 8tones. '' 

4.14 It was brought to the notice of the Committee that a lot of 
diverted coal is being supplied to the Badarpur Thermal Power Station 
and this coal is not suitable for the equipment in the Power Station. The 
Committee desired to have the figures o'i total coal supplied to the Power 
station during the last three years, the amount of diverted coal received 
and the percentage of diverted coal to total quantity of coal received. ln 
reply, the following figures have been furnished: 

1. Coal hnokf>d to BTPS and ITCt"ivt>d . 

Q. Coal di\'t>rted to BPTS . • 

Percrntagc of di\'t'ftt>d coal tP total quantity of roal1T· 
c<"ive-d 

(Figures iu lakh M. T~) 

4·oH 

I qfll-fl2 
( upto 
August 
1!)81) 

~"37 

41. 19 

4.15 The Co111111ittee note that one of the reasons for the poor 
performaace of the thermal power stations in the country is the supp!y of 
coal of 1poer quality. Tile coal supplied has not only a excessively high 
ash coatent but it ako coatai.ns extraneous matter like stoReS and shales 
wllich damages &be equipment and adversely aft'ects the working of the 
power stations. Tbe Committee regret to note that no solution to this 
problem has se ilr been fOIIIML They recommend that this problem should 
be tackled OD a priority ltasis and for tbi~ purpose a package of measures 
shouW be Ulldertakn without delay. One such measure could he to post 
special Inspection Teams at tile Collieries to check tile coal beillfl loaded 
for the power stations and special staft be deployed to segregate extraneous 
matter from the coal. Moreover, a time-bound pr~ fer installlag 
coal bancJiing plants in fhe open cast mi~ should be undertaken so that 
ovenized coal may not get mi~ed up. 
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4.16. Tile CoJIIIIIittee DOte dlat studies ia .repl'd to wasbiaa ol coal 
are being undertaken. While realising that washing of coal will lf'ftd to 
iilcre.e in costs, the Committee feel that til, ultimate increase • power 
ieaeratloo would more tlran offset any such increase in cost. The Com• 
mittee recommend that the matter may be examined and a decision in reo-
ga-d to desirability of washing of ._-oat before supply te power statioos be 
taken expeditiously. 

4.1.7. It ihas been broulbt to the notice of the Conaittee that although 
for supply of coal, Badarpur Thermal Power Station is linked to Jharia coal 
mines, a lot of coal from other coal mines is being diverted to Batlarpur 
Thermal Power Station. This bas adnrsely affected the performance of 
tbe Power Station as this coal is not suitable for the equipme~t installed 
at Badupur. What is a matter of concern is that the percentage of such 
diverted coal is on tile increase. While the percentage of such diverted 
coal was 28.83 per cenl in 1979-80, the same increased to 30.58 per cent 
in 1.980-81 and was as high as 41.19 per t"ent between April-August, 1981. 
This is a matter of deep concern. When the position regarding supply of 
coal to varioiiS power stations is stated to be improving, the Committee fail 
to uncltnfand why it should be necessary to supply coal to Bachtrpm Ther-
mal Powet" Station from the coal mines to wluch it is .not linked. The 
COIIUDittee recommend that this m11tter should be looked into and 
corrective measures taken urgently. 

(c) Outstanding of Badarpur Thermal Power Station 

4.18. It was brought to the notice of the Committee by the Badarpur 
Power Station authorities th~t large amounts were outstanding against the 
State Electricity Boards to whom the Power Station was supplying electri-
city. rttis had adversely affected their way~ and means position. The 
dues against DESU alone amol)nted to Rs. 34.38 crores. At present the 
Badarpur Power Station was supplying power costing Rs. 4.5 crores every 
month to DESU against which DESU was paying Rs. ::!.5 crores on an 
average every month. No interest was being charged against these out-
standings. 

4.19 Secretary (Power) stated before the Committee: 

"I can only submit that of late the arrears have gone up further. 
The position if anything is worse. We have bad a series of 
meetings with DESU and the Home Ministry. The position 
broadly appears to be that even the current dues. month by 
month, they are not able to cope up. let alone to clear the 
arrears." . 
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4.20 The representative of DESU stated before the Committee: 

"There are two or three reasons which are preventing DESU from 
discharging its financial commitments. Firstly, DRSU tariti 
has not been changed since April 1979 and in these 2i · 
years, the cot has gone up by 2~ times. Secondly, many 
local bodies are not clearing their obligations towards DESU. 
The NDMC itself owe us about Rs. 10 crores. Unless DESU 
is permitted to revise the tariff, our position is going to bl!comc 
worse in the matter of clearing arrears." 

4.21 The witness rurlher stated: 

.. The average rate of purchase from Badarpur is 34.5 paise per 
unit. After adding our transmission cost, administrative ex-
penses etc., it comes to 51 paise per unit. The pooled cost 
taking all consume!'.> together comes to 41 paise per unit. We 
are losing 10 paise p~:r unit .... The Haryana State Electricity 
Board owes Rs. 17 crores. '' 

4.22 Asked if interest was being charged on outstandings, the wit-
ness replied; 

''According to our existing practice we do not charge any interest 
from Government undertakings, nor do they charge interest 
from us." 

4.23 Tbe Committee are concerned to learn that heavy dues were out-
standing against ·Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking and other· State }]ec-
tricity Boards in respect of electricity supplied by Badarpur Thermal Power 
Station. Tbe outstaodings against DESU a~one amount to Rs. 34.38 
crores. What is still more disturbing is that these outstandings are on the 
incrt•JSe as is brought out by the fact that against electricity worth Rs. 4! 
crores being supplied eH!IJ' montb, only Rs. 21 crores are realised. The 
Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking have, on their part, stated that they 
are suJfering a loss of 1 0 paise per unit as they are not being allowed to 
increase their rates a.nd further they have large outstandings agai11st New 
Delhi Muncipal Committee and otber public sector undertakings. The 
COIDI'Jiittee are concerned at this grave irregularity "tftich has been allowed 
to continue with considerable consequences for the fi.nancial health of 
Badarpur Power Station. The Committee therefore, strongly recommend 
to the Central Government to appoint a high powered committee to look 
into tbe work.Mig of the DESU aad particularly its finances and elective 
step taken to see that tbe arrears are cleared within reasonable period of 
time, and in no case the delay extends to more than 6 mont'M. The Com-
mittee should be apprised of the steps taken in this reprd. 
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4.24 1be Committee have been Lmormed that no interest is being chal'o 
ged by Badarpur Tbennal Power Sation against their outstandinp. The 
Committee feel that as a commercial undertaking, Badarpur Thermal Power 
Station should charge interest on the outsfandings from t'he parti~s. It 
can be expected that the liability for paymoot of interest on outstandinp 
dues will prompt the concerned parties to clear their dues in time. 



CHAPTER V 

OTHER IRREGULARITIES POlNTED OUT BY AUDIT 

A-Purchase of defective motors for cooling tower pumps 

5.1 The Audit Para points out that in response to a fender enquiry for 
purchase of two motors for cooling tower pumps, M/s. BHEL quoted Rs. 
18.11 lakhs for the two motors on 27 May, 1975 quotation being valid 
for 3 months. The Department could nor finalise the order within the 
validity period because of non-finalisation of specifications of pump heads 
for which the motors were required a·:; the specifications had to 
be determined on the basis of height of cooling towers which could be 
known only a'fter the opening of the tenders for the coo1ing towers on 27 
September 1975 since the tenders for this supply were invited later. Hence 
revised offer of BHEL for Rs. 19.44 htkhs was subsequently accepted. The1 
delivery of motors was dcl·aycd. These motors when put to use have been 
found to be defective as they are drawing more current and emitting abnor-
mal sound. 

5.2 The Committee wanted to know whether the defects in the motors 
had since been removed. Regarding the drawing of more current than 
the rated full load current M /s. BHEL opined that over current was only 
marginal and should not affect the functioning of the motors. Regarding 
the abnormal sound the performance 0f the imported clectromngnatic wcd-
ges on motor No. 1 is being watched. 

5.3. The Committee enquired whv tenders for the cooling towers were 
not invited earlier than Septemb~r. 1975. In reply. the Ministry have 
stated: 

"The administrative approval and expenditure sanction for the 
installation of one unit of 210 MW (Stage-11) was given on 
5th June, 1974. The original cost estimate of the project did 
not provide for cooling tower as the viability of the cooling 
tower or to have by-pass canal were being studied with a view 
to find out the most economical and reliable means of provid-
ing cooling water. A decision for providing cooling towers wac; 
taken in the 28th meeting of the Standing Committee of the 
BTPCB held on 7th December, 1974. After that, draft speci-
fications were prepared by CEA in Fehruary. 1975. The 
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specifications were finalised by CEA on 24th May, 1975 after 
obtaining the comments of the Project. Tender enquiry for 
cooling towers was floated in the press on 18th July, 1975 
with opening date as 30th August, 1975. In view of no res-
ponse the opening date was extended upto 27th September, 
1975. The tenders. were opened on 27-9-1975. In view of 
this, the tenders for cooling towers could not be invited earlier. 

It was known that height of Cooling Tower will' be necessary to 
determine specification of the head of the pumps. However, it 
was not possible to wait for finalisation of the tender of Cool-
ing Towers before initiating action for procurement of pumps 
& motor. The delivery period ;._, 30 months for the supply 
of cooling water pumps motor compared to the time for cons· 
truction of Cooling Towers of 18th Months. It was, there-
fore, necessary to initiate action for procurement of cooling 
water pumps & Motors ahead of the finalisation of tenders 
for Cooling Towers on the basis of tentative data. The preSr.; 
tender enquiry for Cooling Water pumps was. therefore, issued 
in January 1975. 

The tenders for Cooling Towers were flnaliscd on the 13th November, 
1975. The specifications for the pump head could, therefore, 
be finalised only after 13th November. 1975 as these were 
dependent on the corresponding specifications of the Cooling 
Towers." 

5.4 As regards delay in the deliv\!ry of the moh)rs. the Department of 
Power have informed that a<; per clause 17 <'f the agreement with BHEL, 
compensation was to be levied (a I 2 per cent per week of the delayed 
portion subject to a maxinmm of 5 per cent of the price of unit equipment. 
This worked out to Rs. I. 19 lakhs. An amount of Rs. 1. 19 lakhs as com~ 
pensation for the liquidated damages was levied on the flrm on 8th January, 
1980. This amou·nt was initially dedu-cted provisionally from the cla!m 
of the supplier and has fmally been adjt:•.•tcd in ~ovcmbcr. 1980 accounts. 

5.5 Asked about the action taken against tho: firm for supplying the 
defective motors, it has been stated that an amount of Rs. 1.81 lakhs has 
not been released to BHEL. 

5.6 The Committee note fhat tenders for cool=.,~ to\l·er pu01ps for the 
power station were invited on 27 Mav 1975. M/s. Bt.nrat Heavv ElectricaJs . . 
Ud. pve quotation for Rs. I H. II lekhs with a validity period of three 
months. However. the quotation of the firm could not be accepted as the 
height of cooling towers was not determined by that time. The tenders for 
cooUng towers were invited later and were opened on 27 September 1975. 
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1'he result was that a revised offer of the firm for the same equipment for 
Rs. 19.4 hkhs was acc~pted resulting in an extra expenditure of Rs. 1.49 
lakhs (including excise duty and sales tax). Although this extra expenditure 
was incurred, the motors were not delivered within the •agreed delivery 
period and when delivered were found to be defective. The performance 
of the motors has not yet stabilised. The Com.mittee would like to express 
their concern at this situation. They would like to be informed of tbe reasons 
for the delay in the supply of motors and for defective working and also 
the action taken. _ 

B-Purchase of Current Transformers not conforming to specification 

5.7 It has been stated in the Audit Para that in February 1975 tenders 
were invited for the purchase of 6.6 KV switchgears with circuit breakers 
and current transformers for 210 MW unit. Out of 4 tenders received, the 
tender of firm 'B' (M /s. Parry & Co. Ltd., New Delhi) which offered 
switchgears with breakers manufactured by another firm 'C' (M Is. Klrlos-
kar Systems Ltd., Banga1ore) was the lowest. The offer of firm 'B' was 
accepted and contract placed on it in October, 1975. The supplies from 
firm 'B' were received from May, 1977 to December. 1978. However, 
certain defect" in the transformers were noticed by project authorities. 
The :;ample inspection at source was waived. The approximate cost of 
these transformers was Rs. 4 lakhs. Firm 'B' was asked in April, 1980 to 
replace these current transformers a•:; thsee did not conform to the specifi-
cations in the contract but the firm had not replaced these transformers 
till July, 1980. 

5.8 The Committee enquired whether the defective current transformers 
had been replaced by the firm 'B' (M 's. Parry & Co. Ltd., New Delhi) and 
whether any deduction in ratt! had been a11owcd for the defective trans-
formers. In reply. the Ministry Of Ener!!y (Deptt. of Power) in a note 
furnished to the Committee have stated: 

"The Project did not pur-chase any current transformers separately. 
The c.urrcnt transformers m question arc part of 6.6 KV 
switchgear purchased from M 1s. Parry & Co .. for Unit No. 
IV of 21 0 MW at Badarpur. The total cost for the order of 
switchgear was for Rs. 86.54 Iakh. m~t of which about Rs. 4 
lakhs was for current transformers. The current transformers 
as supplied hy the firm conformed to our original specifications 
and the supplies were effected hy the firm accordingly. The 
amendment in the specification of CTs did not involve any 
financial implication as the value of the contract remained 
unchanged after is<.;ue of the amendment. The firm did not 
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agree to change these current transformers stating that the 
Cfs supplied are as per the original specification and are 
technically feasible for t'he Badarpur system. The technical 
aspect of the matter was then reviewed by the Engineering 
Wing of NTPC, who stated that CTs as originally provided in 
contract are technically acceptable for the Badarpur System." 

5.9 The Ministry of \Energy (Department of Power) have also informed 
the Committee that the inspection of 6.6 KV switchgear, panels was waived 
in June 1977 to ensure timely delivery of the panels at site. 

5.10 The Committee desired to know the original specifications in the 
tender for the purchase of current transformers. The Ministry of Energy 
(Deptt. of Power) in a note furnished to the Committee have stated: 

'The original specification of the current transformers as incorpo-
rated in the 6.6 KV switchgear A/T (30-10-1975) was as 
under: 

The short time current and time rating will be more than the fault 
clearing time of the associated circuit breaker and that of back 
up protection." 

5.11. The Committee further enquired whether any changes were made 
therein either unilaterally or in consultation with firm ''B'. In reply, the 
Ministry have stated: 

"An amendment was issued to the A rT by the project on 2 August, 
197 6 ::1s under: 

"The short time current and time rating and dynamic rating shalt 
be the same as that of asso;:-iatcd circuit breaker and in case 
of design limitations the short time rating shall not be less 
than dearance time on b::1ck up protection of respective 
feeder." 

This amendment was made to cater for severest possible fault 
conditions but it was a unilateral action on the part of the 
Project <tnd was not in consultation with the supp1ier. Hence 
the supplier never agreed to replace the C.T.s.'' 

5. 12. The Committee note that transformers were purchased from M/s. 
Parry & Co. Ltd. New Delhi as part of 6.6 KV switchgear for unit IV of 
210 MW at Badar.pur. The samp1e inspection of the equipment w~ wt~h'ed 
with the result that the same \\'ere subsequently found to be not in con-
formity with the specifications in regard to their short time rating. In view 
of the contention of the firm th1t the transformers were as per specification, 
the Committee cannot but reach 1:1t the conclusion that the original 
3727 LS-5. 
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~:~-,..;oo &iv• m tile eoatract was DOt properly ~ Md ~ 
~ to check die eqaipaaat was not exemsed by the Project autbodtlel.. 
...ue aecepdag ..._ trmuformers. ne Collllllittee would lilie this mrdter 
m IJe eua•lawed thorouply so as to fix respousiiJility for the lapse. 

(c) Cost oj Generation 
5.13 It is seen from the Audit para, that while in the Project Report 

the cost of generation was estimated to be 5.65 paise per unit, the actual 
cost after charging interest was 24.72 paise per unit in 1977-78, 26.41 
paise per unit in 1978-79 and 28.54 paise per unit in 1979-80. 

5.14 The Committee wanted to know the reasons for increase in cost 
of generation in the 3 units. The Ministry of Energy {Department of Power) 
in a note furnished to the Committee have intimated: 

'The cost of generation per unit based on revised estimates and 
60 per cent load factor of the station worked out to 12.17 
paise. The energy actually sent out is, however, less than that 
generated as some energy (10.5 per cent as per Project Report) 
is consumed in BTPS itself in auxiliaries and due to 'Step up 
losses. After a11owing for such consumption of electricity the 
cost per unit sent out came out to 13.60 paise as per the 
Revised Project estimates. The cost of generation indicated by 
Audit in the paragraph represents the cost per unit sent out. 
Even after the revision of the Project Report, there have been 
further increases in the cost of cool. oil, consumables, spares 
and other expenses. 

The increase in cost of generation (exduding excise duty) during 
three years is mainly due to the following: 

I. lncrcale due to increase in Coal Cost: 
The figure of coal cost assumed in the Revised Project Estimates 

was Rs. 115 /MT including railway freight. The coal cost 
per unit sent out thus worked ou.t to 7. 71 P 1 KWH. · The 
coal cost including railway freight went up progressively 

to Rs. 180MT upto 1979-80 giving the cost of 12.73 P/KWH 
sent out. 

ll. Increase due to increase ;n the Price of Furnace Oil 

The price of furnace oil was assumed at the rate of Rs. 650/KL 
in the Revised Project Report which gave the unit coat of 
0.97 P /KWH sent out. This also went up progressively and 
the average furnace oil cost during 1979-80 was Rs. 1224.86/ 
KL giviDg .the cost of furnace oil @ 1.83 P /KWH sent 
out. 
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III. Increase due to higher rate of consumption oj Furnace Oil 

Due to the coal being of low volatile matter and part load operation 
owing to partial availability of auxiliaries, the consumption 
of oil which was assumed at 14.88 ML/KWH sent out in 
the Revised Project Report went up to 26.24 ML/KWH. It 
increased the cost of per KWH sent out by 1.39 paise on 
accollnt of higher consumption of oil. 

IV. Increase in Expenses other than. Fuel Cost 

· There were also increases in the operation and maintenance cost 
due to increases in prices of spares, chemicals, lubricants, 
consumables and wage escalation. There were also higher 
rate of auxiliary consumption and increase in cost due to 
lower capacity utilisation. Due to all these factors, the cost 
of inputs (other than the fuel cost) which was provided @ 
4. 92 P /KWH sent out in the Revised Project Report, went 
up to 10.79 P/KWH. 

5.15 The Committee desired to know the reasons for increase in cost 
of power generation at Badarpur Power Station, Secretary, Ministry of 
Energy (Dcptt. of Power) stated during evidence: 

"The coal cost was taken at 2.8 paise per unit. Now it has become 
12.7 paise per unit. The cost of oil, somehow or other, was 
not taken into account in the original price. It includes in-
creases on 3-4 major items like depreciation. interest and 
operation and maintenance expenses. In addition, the central 
excise duty of 18 paise is now being ]eviL ~. Part of the price 
inoe:rease in the cost of generation of power has been on account 
of increase in the prices of inputs. But we must accept that 
part of the increase because the consumption of coal and oil 
per unit has turned out to be much higher than anticipated. 
The tariff was revised from May 198 1. This wa.; hased on 
certain norms which we adopted.'' 

5.16 During their visit to Badarpur Thermal Power Sration. the 
Committee were informed that excessive consumption of furnace oil by the 
210 MW Unit supplied by BHEL is mainly responsible for increase in the 
oost of production. The Committee wanted to know the steps taken or 
proposed to be taken to reduce the consumption of furnace oil. The 
Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) have furnished the following 
itatement in this regard: 
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REASON FOR EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION OF FURNACE OIL BY 
2~0. MW UNIT A,ND THE STEPS TAKEN /OR PROPOSED TO BB 

TAKEN TO REDUCE OIL CONSUMPTION 

-- ··-~--~---· ·----·------ ------·--------·---···----------
Sl. No. Reason Steps taken or propo,.t:d to be taken to 

n·tluce c•il consumption 

---------·-------·---------
(i) Frequent outage of milling system due to 

entry of broken pieces of crusher hammer 
thus necessitating the use of oil support 
even at qnite higher load. 

(ii) l\eccs'iity of oil support even at higher 
loaJ due tu unreliable operation uf fl.unc 
scanners. 

. 
(i) (a) The- crusher hammers ar~ breaking 

mainly tluc to supply of poor quality 
of coal cont<~ining large sized coal, 
shah- and stones. The mat tcr has 
lwcn taken up with llCGL & CCI. 
to supply coal of good quality, 
there is alsu a pmpo'lal to install 
a promar n: ,,lnT to exclude «>X· 
trapt·uus matf'rial such as shale, 
stone etc. 

(b) USE 01~ I<ORGED STEEL 
H.\:\1l\1ER 
Ord,·rs havt• been placed for forged 
hammers. This will be used on 
trial ba~i' first. If I( •und suitable 
aftl"r trial the same will be ord,-rcd 
for future usc. 

This is nndt~r stud v and rec()lnmen-
datiolls of B.E.I. for flame stabilli 
s3tion will be implcnwnted to see if 
it can improve its working. 

5.17 The Committee asked for a comparative statement of oil con-
sumption in Badarpur Thermal Power Station and other power stations in 
the country \vhich are using indigenous equipment. The Ministry of Energy 
(Deptt. of Power) have furnished the .following statement: 

(a) Operation of I!)[l/110 ::\1\\' (::\!L/KWH) 

7~r-Bo 

Badarp..tr 3 /. 1 t •n 22";)1 14'33 

Panipal !.! x 110 

Bhatimb 4 .·' r," 

(b;: Op!Tation of 2CifJj2I o ::\f\\' (Furnace Oil pluo; Hig-h Spt:t·d Diesel) 

IqSo-Bt :.\1L/KWH 
--~- ----- _.,. ...... --

1 . Tut icorin ( 2 ;,· :.!1 n) 78·4 

-2. Badarpur ( 1 .>"' 21 n) 

'3· Obra {3.: 2ou) 



... 4. Vi.Jayawada (2 X 210) 

5· Ukai (2 X 200) 

6. Nasik (1 X 210) 

7· Koradi (1 x 200) 

B. Bhusaval {t x 21o). 

52•00 

5.18 The Ministry of Energy (Department of Power) have furnished 
the following information regarding the oil consumption in Badarpur 
Thermal Power Station and the extent to which the high consumption of 

. oil and rise in cost of oil has effected the cost of production: 

"While fixing the tariff with effect from 1-lQ-74, the Government 
had provided oil consumption at the rate of 12.68 ML/Kwh 
generated at the then prevailing prices of furnace oil of 
Rs. 650 /Kit. The tariff did not provide for any escalation 
clause to cover the increases in the price of furnace oil from 
time to time. The actual consumption of furnace oil and the 
average price at which oil was procured during last three years 
was as under: 

Rate of consumption Average rate of pro- Difference over standard 
per KWH curcm .. nt adopted for tariff 

Price Excess Total 
gcnaration increase COO !lUmp-

tion 
---- ----

(ML) Value Rs.~r Paise Paise Paise 
(Paisr) KL 

(a) As per 12·68 o·B24 6so·oo 
tariff 
fixtd-
w.e.f. 
1•10·74 

(b) as per 
Actual~ 
;8- 79 27•PJ 2•83 1046·86 o·so I· 51 2•01 
St. I 
79- to 
St. I 22'51 2•76 1224·86 0'73 1'21 1·94 
St. II- 94·34 13. !6 1394·70 o·g4 u·4o 12·34 
(from 
17·3·80) 
Bo- 81 
St. I r4· :~3 2'57 1796•22 1·4s o·go 1. 75 

St. II s6·71 10' 19 1796· 71 t·4s 7'29 9'37 .. 
-------------· -• -·-- --4••••- r-----•• 

5.19. The CoiiUIUttee note that as per the Project Report of the Badar· 
pur Thermal Power Station, the cost of generation of eledrieity was 
~!ed at 5,65 paise per unit. Even ia the revised esfima!e the c~ ol 
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geaeration was estimated to be 12.17 paise per unit. However, llle "* el 
..-ati.on was as high as .28.54 paise per uait bl 1979-80. . Tills ~acn .. 
is stated to be mainly due to the increase in the prices of coal and f~ 
oil aDd higher rate of consmnptioa of coal and furaace oU. 

5.20 The Committee have, in an earlier chapter already stressed tbe 
aeed for improW&g the quality of coal supplied to the power station. 'I1aeJ 
llope fJiat wifh the improvement in die quality of coial, the consumptioa 
of luluace oU will also come down thus reducing the cost of pDel'ldioiL 
The COIIUIIittee would like that aU eftorts should be made to reduce tie 
cost of genemtion ia the plant and for this the bctors contributiq to the 
escalation in the cost of generation should be identified aDd corned•• 
measures sllould urgently taken In this regard. 

NEW DELHI; 
March 9, 1982 
-·-· -- ---:-::~-:-:. Pha/guna 18. 1903 (S) 

SATYSH AGARWAL 
Chairman 

Public Accounts Committee. 



APPENDix-I 

(Vide paragraph 1· 13 an u 1 · 1 S) 

1977-78 1978-79 1979~ 

·~. Dates of commissioning: 

Unit I 26th july 1973 

Unit II 5th August 1974 

Unit III 29th March 1975 

2. Installed capacity \million Kilo-watt-hours) 

3. Plant factor (per ceut) 

4. Projected capacity at 60% load factor (million Kilowatt 
hours) 

S. Total hours available: 

Unit I 

Unit II 
Unit III 

·6. Actual hours operated: 

Unit I 
Unit II 

Unit III 

7. Energy generated (million Kilowatt-houn) 

8. Percentage of generation to projected capacity 

"9. Consumption in station auxiliaries (millio11 Kilowatt-
hours) 

10. Percentage of consumption of units ger,erated 

11 . Energy sold (million Kilowatt-hoWl) 

2496 

33·62 

1497 

8760 
8760 

8760 

5616 

1123 
3917 

839·43 

S6·07 

115·28 

13·75 

724·15 

(Rupees in lakhs) 

12. Revenue earned 

13. Operation and maintenance expenses 

(a) Furl . 

(b) other operation and maintenance . 

(c) excise duty . 

(d) depreciation at3·4percent. 

Total (a)+(b)-4- (c)+ (d) 

1425·91 

798·28 

370·21 

6·15 

198·29 

3731·53 

2409 

43·80 

1445 

8760 
8760 

8760 

3237 
6552 

5279 

10S6·08 

73·08 

139·05 

13·16 

917·03 

2011·12 

1197·38 

459·95 

166·19 

198·29 

2021· 81 

236S 

53·87 

1419 

8760 

8760 

8760 

6132 
6686 

5302 

1274·00 

89.71 

181·00 

14·19 

109,3·00 

2745·57 

1741·09 

520·02 

196·78 

198·29 --2656·18 



66 
14. Profit ( -t )/Loss(-) ht'fol'f' chargir g i11tercst 

tS. Interest on capital at S·~ p('r cent for 1977-79, 
S· 63 per cent for 1978-79, S· 8 prr Ct'Ilt for 1979-80 

16. Profit (.!.)/Loss(-) after chargit·g ir;tere~t. 

416·81 405· 76 463·2!f 

(- )364· 43(- )41 5· 85(-)373· 8.f 



81. 
No. 

APPENDIX D 

(Vide Para of 1·29) 

DETAILS OF VARIA DON BETWEEN ORIGINAL ESTIMATE AND THE REVISED ESTIMATE 

Desaiption of items Provision 
in the 
original 
B.E. 

Total 
revist'd 
cost 

Variation Remarks 

·---·---------------------

I. 

1.1 

1.2 

•·S 

1.4 
1.4.1 

2 

Work 

Preliminary expenses such as preparation of lay out plans & 
other preliminary studies J . . . . . . 

Laud . . . . . . - -

Telephone, temporary power and lighting system . 

Buildiap 
Temporary buildings & Structures 

3 4 5 6 

~---------

(Rs. in lakh) 

10•00 

35'50 

5'00 

17•00 

6·26 (-) 3'i4. 

66·3j (+) 30•87 

22·56 (~-) 17·56 

36•97 (~) 18·87 

Due to increase in cost of land acqWsi· 
tion, the area acquired (shout 678 acres) 
·was also considerably more than what was 
originally contemplated (412 acres). 

The original provision of Rs. 5 laldl was 
ad hoc. There has been incn-~ in 
numocrs of transformers, length of cables 
and distribution lines, No. of telephones 
and substantial increase in the period 
for which these services are required. 

(i) The original e5timates were prepared 
in 1965 as per then prevalent rates and 
the Delhi schedule of rates "f rg&.z. The 
rates have since substantially gone up 
due to increase in labour rate and cost 
cf material. Consequently most of the 
contractors have tendered higher rates. 

0\ ....... 



--------· ·-----·---------.-~. --

(r) (a) 

a.4.ll Main Power House Building and Auxiliary structures • 

r .4.s Permanent residential Non-residential buildin(lll • 

1.5 Power Stations Equipment & step-up Station Equipment 

1.,5-1 

•·5·• 
•·5-S 

Procurement 

Spares for two yean opcratiou 

Erection . 

·~ 
' 

. >-
1 .J 

(3) (4). (5) {6) • 

46o·6o 17!!·78 (+) 312•18 C(ii) The quantity of structural steel and 
I micellaneous steel work has increa!ed dut 

to changes in design, use of higher sectiona 
of stet'] on account of the non-availability 
of some designed sections and for ncm• 
availability of some designed sections and 
for meeting certain essential additional 

1 requirementJr. 

68·79 gr·54 (-!) ~2·75 J (iii) Attbetimeofactualexecutiooofworks, ' l there were oomiderable changes in the 

2199·26 a837·27 (~)a6s8·or 

274·gr 388·71 (+) 113•80 

! r_xcavations to be carried out, an account 
) of rocks having been met at levels other 
; than anticipated and in the case of a 
I number of foundations, including t~t of 
, boiler foundations, there wa• a considerable 
1 increase in the quantity of earth works, 

l consequently of concreting work involved 
and re-inforcement steel work. 

fThe original cst.imates were prepa~d on the 
1 basis of the landed cost of comparable 
1 imported plant and equipment niling at 
1 that time. The actual costofthe indigenous 
1 plant and equimpment; procured mainly i from BHEL worked out to be substatiall) 

more than the original estimated COlt. 
The erection cl: arges were also considera· 

\ 
bly more than what was originally 
assumed in the estimates. The iocreued 
costs are mainly attributable to all-round 

l csaalation. 

i 



1.7 COMMUJIII~TIOJtl: 

... ,.. Roads 

•·7·• Railway . 

1.8 SPECIAL TOOU AND PLANTS 

1.8.& Groa Expenditure 

J.ro Preparation of drawinp, Project Report, designs and engineering 
charges • . . . • • . • , 

loi!J Maintenance during construction 

a.14 Miscellaneous • 

Total of I worb: j 

10•00 

goo·oo 

g•6I (-) 0'39 

145•50 (-) J 54. so The prOvision has been reduced due to some 
changes in the lay out of the marshallina 
yard, changes in the designs of culverts 
and bridges and the inclusion of the 
cmt oflevelling work of the Railway tracks 
inside the power statiou area against other 

worb.Non-provision of residential quarters 
for the Railway staff as per the original 
estimates. 

a~7·45 105·66 (·-) ra1·79 Due to economy t>ffected in the purchase of 
special T &P and also a number of erection 
contracts having been awarded to the 
various contracton instead of depart-
menta] execution envisaged earlier, the 
provision ba., been reduced. 

50•00 103'03 (~) 53'03 Considerable changes/modifications have been 
made in designs to suit the ~ite conditions. 
Further there has been considerable 
enhancement in Pay & D. A, etc. 

16·50 

10•00 

7i•JQ (+) 6o·&z (i) Delay in commissioningby6 months; (ii} 
Increase in the cost of c_.umable &: (lii) 
Escalation in the wage rates. 

rg·49 ( +) g·4g Inclusion of new items of works. 

s68s·or 5682•77 (+)tgg,·']6 

~ 



(I) (2) 

---~~-----

!.J, Establishment required during construction . 

g. Ordinary Tools and Plants 

4. Audit & Accounts Charges 

5· Contingencies @3% on total estimated cost including lump 
sum provision 

(3) 

226·54 

45"21 

37'30 

1 14. 72 

4w8· 78 

(4) (5) (6) 

236·03 (+) g·4g Enhanced rate of pay & D. A. 

43'57 (-) I ·64 

25'00 (-) 12'30 

.. (..,--) 114•72 

--
5987•87 <+ )1878• 59 

-· --·--

"' Q 



APPENDIX lfl 
: Vidr Paragraph 2 · m 

Statemmt .•hou~ng reasons qf Trippit~gs Occurred in 19ii·i8, I!Jil.l-7~ a·;d 1!)"'9-G•~ n11d the Correttire measures laktn. 

SJ. 
Xo. 

Reason~ No. nf 
trippings 

Corrective measures taken 

--------------- --------- -----
2 

1£}77-73 
1 • Boiltr Tube failrm 

2 &ilrtre of Boiler Aux. 

(~fillirg system sp!'cially mill fan. Impdlcr ca~ing e-tc. of mail 
were ~etting frr·qw·ntly norlcd. Failure of bt·arin~s wa~ 
frr·qneut due to f.wltv of bcarinr, cooling sy,tem". 
Primary air & fu..t ~witch hoxc·s of coal burner~ were 
getting •·rodcd fr. quently. Leakage in Valves flange etc. ) 

tl 

G 

1 
4 

tno ~IWinstalled at Badarpur, being the first such sets 
manufactured by I\.f/5. BHEL W<'re giving lot of 
problem since its commissioning. As per the recom-
mendation of the- Committee set up by the 1\finistry of 
Enrrgy a renovation programme covering major 
modification., and replacement of superheatrr, 
economiser and air pre-heater were drawn. Ac-
cordingly, renovation of Unit-11 was carried out 
during its annual overhauling from September, 
So to November, JQ8CJ. In this shut dmvn conve-
ction superheater-! and cconomiser-1 & II 
were replaced with unproved de~ign and better 
materials. Similarlv the renovation of Unit I is 
programmed during its overhaul to be commissioned 
from February 1982 to April 1982. Renovation of 
Unit-III is programmed from Jtily tgR2 to Sept-
ember 1gRz. The renovation programme will 
improVe its availability and utili.-.atiPn. 

To minimise mill fan erosion. thc cyclone dust 
scparator length was incre~rd. Forced hearin.c-
cooling system wa~ adoptf'd. Burners have })('{n 
modified. Basalt lining bends have been changed 
in Unit-Il & III during 198o and 197~ 
respectively. 

-.1 .... 



r 2 

"---· 
3· Turbin~ 

(Turbinf" vibration in Unit-1, f.'lilurc nf thrust pad in •I Trouble 
in governing !I}'Strm Vnit-1. Rf'nding of L.P. r<>tor in 
Unit-III. High axial shift in Unit-Ill. 

4 Turbine Aux. 

(Leaka!(e in balancing, chambrr and seal, condenser tubt-
leakage and other leakage in various \'alves and flanges. 

5 Fltctrical Faliure : 
Exciter and generator failure in Unit-III. 

6 Grid disturbano~ 

7• Tripping on Prottclion 

(i) Drum Level 
(ii) Low condenser vacuum 
(iii) B. F. P. 
(iv) ID/FD/PA Fan 
(v) Electrical potection 
(vi) C & I mal functioni!lg 

8. Misc. /Coal Sl~ortagc/Agra Canal closurc-/Laboures troupble/ 
planned etc. 

TOTA.t. 

6 

7 

3 

12 

9 
8 
4 

10 
10 
4 

14 

109 

3 4-

Turbine vibration in Urtit-1 was due to faili.rre of H. P. 
hlades which were remained under shut down for 
six months afterwards. Failure of thrust pad and 
high axial shift were due to salt depositlin blades. Tius 

was because of defects in drum internal which 
were rectified latter on. 

Pff'ventive maintenance carried out. 

All these were due to manufacturing defects which 
were rectified. 

A under frequency relay has now been provided to 
isolate BTPS from grid under disturbance. 

A system of analysing each of the tripping and mal-
operation with remedial measures had been intro· 
duced during 1978. Tripping reportl are circulated 
and implemented. 

In order to exercise control over quality and persuing 
the supplies from the linked colliery for requirt"d 
quality a coal monitoring cell has already 1X'ell 
established. Desilation of intake channel is being 
done to increase flow of cooling water. Labour 
relation has improved. 

-:r ·N 



.. ,.., 
1. Boiler Tube Failu,. 

s. Ff!ilutl of Boillr Au;e . 

(Valve/line connecting flange leakage/coal pipe leakages etc.) 

3 Failur~ of Turbine Au;e. 

(Various leakages in condensate, Feed and Main StPam lines.) 

4. Turbine 

(When Unit-I turbine was commissiont>d durir g July 197~ 
after removing two H.P. stages it gave repeated problem of 
vibration.) 

S. Grid disturbanu 

(Because of general shortage of power g<·r!rtat;on as c0mparf d to 
load demand in the Northern Region, vo!tagf' nmditior·s 
around Delhi area had been poor. As such, whenever there 
was slight jerk in the 1:ystem, the iucomin g breakf'r ofthl" station 
sectiou U!Cd to get-owr loadfd and thcrf' was failure of station 
supply; thus affecting both the running units, which were 
dependent upon thr station supply.) 

6. Electrical : 

(i) Flash over terminal of high capacity motor. 

(ii) Failure of switchgelY' under low '' ltage conditiot·s. 

16 

9 

15 

6 

35 

41 

& given in 1977-78 (Serial No. 1) 

Bends have been replaced with basalt lining. Preventive 
mtc. of valves are now being carried out. 

Leakages were attended and Preventive :Maint!:nance 
are carried out. 

l1tc vibration was brought down by balancing 
afterwards. 

A under frequency relay has now been provided to 
isolate BTPS from grid under disturbance. 

Periodical checking of terminal boxt's are being 
carried out under Preventive Maintenance syst"". 

c---- • • •••• ------------------------

~ 



-------------
2 

-------------- ------ -----
7 Trif.ping on Proltctwn : 

(i) Drum level 
(System jerk/Partial fire out!fntnacc instability/auto 
feed flow rf.'guL"ltioH failure ·, 

( i i) Low condenser t•acuum 

(Shmtag-c of cooling water; Dip in ,-oltagc due to 
grid disturbanr(' cau~irg trippit,g of C.W. Pumps 
or condensate pumps on o\"Cr-load.) 

(iii) Boiler Feed Pump 

(iv) I. D./F.D./P.-\ Fan 

{v) r..!ain steam tf"mpcrature highcr/lo·w 

(vi) C &I (Malfunctioning of relays) 

8 Coal Handling Plant troublf"/Co~l Shortagr/Abrra Canal/Labolt!rrs 
trouble/Plapned :Maintenance. 

ToTAL 

197g.Oo 

1. Boil!~' Tube leakagt 

(Due t'l prevailing grid condition at that time, it w~ not f·und 
p· •ssiblc to take Unit-II out for ovf"rhauling. Thus a~ a result 
of overhauling there had been excessiYe tube failure.) 

20 

8 

3 

7 

2 

21 

199 

3 

28 

4 

,, 
I 

~ 
I A~)'Stcm of anal)'l!ing rach ofthc trippir.g and mal-
l oprration with remedial measure:· J,;td been 
I in troducr:rl. 

J 

} Tr;pp;,,g '"~"'"' >'' c;rwlatcd and ;mplement<d. 

In order to exercise control over quality and persuing 
the suppli~s from the lined colliery for required 
quality a Coal mor;itoring cell ha~ already been cstab-
1 ishcd. Dcsiltation of in take channel is being 
done to increase flow of cooling water. Labour 
relation has improved. 

As given in SJ. 1 in 1977-78. 

~ 



2. BMr •. 
(Due to long overdue maintcnanc~ in Unit-11 there had been 

outaset of P.C. Feeden/burnrn). 
3. MlliltTur6iiM 

(Abnormal top/bottom temperature diff'n-ence in Unit-1). 

4. T.,.bille Aux. 

(Condenser tube leakage, various valves leakages due to lm g 
overdue overhauling of Unit-11). 

s. El«triNl . 

(Premature failure of carbon brushes of Main txcite1/ 
ftaab · over/ Bus failurefmdfuctioning of rela}'l related 
to Electrical· protection). 

6. Coal HfllllllU., Pltmt : 

7. Girrl rlislurbtma 

8. Tri/Jiing 011 profllllioa : 

-·~ 

(i) /JnJm '-1 
(Due to heavy paning in feed regulating station valves in 
Unit-I) 

(ii) lAliJ ~ 1ldMml : • • • • 
(Overload trippings <X C.W. & condensate pumps/ 
condemer c:hecking/systcm jerk). 

11 

2 

10 

47 

7 

16 

48 

!I 

Thcte were atte-nded during o\'erhaul, September J9BC. 

This w~ du~ to passing ofNRV in spindle lrak offline, 
which was attendrd afterwards. 

Source of failures got rectifird during overhaul sep:-
tember, 1980. 

Frequent failures of carbon brushes was obviated by 
installing of better quality and a!so &Jipring:· were 
polished. 

New conveyor motors were installed as we notieed 
frequent l0011tning of end coils of earlier moton. 

A fre..-.Iuency relay now had been provided to silate, 
BTPS from grid under diaturbed condition. 

A few of these valves have been replaced and rest will 
be replaced during Capital Maintenance Fubruary, 
1g82. 

Now condenser cleaning is being done periodically. 

-.3 
(11 
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(iii) TriHinf of Boiln Futl PUIIIJis 

(This is also because of passing in Feed regulating station 
valvea). 

(iv) Low/Hi&le Sllllm Jllrtl.bm : 
(Low steam temperature trippling is affected by the 
pusing in feed regulating station valvt"S at low load. ) 

(v) I.D.JF.D.fPA Ft111 

g. C&l. 

Mal-functioning of relays & instruments). 

1 o. Mist:eU.....S : 
(Low SJStem demand/Fire/Oil shortage/Planned maintenance) 

TOTAL : 

3 

10 

16 

12 

18 

14 

260 

4 

Same as in SI. No. 8{i). 

Same as in Sl. No. 8(i) • 

Preventive maintenance is being carried out to avoid 
mal functioning. 

~-- ---------- ---·--- .. ____ _ 

~ 



APPENDIX IV 

( Y"tJe Paragraph !2 • I I) 

S141mtml sluJWU., rttJStiiU of atlwzn«dfdelayed or¥rllauling of units sina Commissi9ning 

O.crhaul 

1. Plumed Hours of Rw 
bef«ft overhaul. 

Unit· I 

Conunissioned in July, 1973 

1-9-75 to 15·10·75 
I!lo81 hn. 

Actually done . . 31-8-75 to 4-1·76 

Rrasons for advance/delay 

2. Nat overhaul due 

Unrxpected failure of main trans· 
former, un-planned shut down was 
utilised for owrhauling of unit and 
major modifications of com·ection 
Superheater. 

January, 1977 

Houn of run before over· t4,o67 
haul 

Oftrhaul actually done. 

Reasons for delay. 
31-1-78 to 2o-7-78 

Could not be done in planned 
manner due to failure of Unit-II 
Rotor in Jan. 1977 and non-avail-
abillty rlf spares ordered in '75· 

Unit· II 

August 1974 

15·1o-75 to 1-75 
Deferred to July, 1976 
13!297 hrs. 

2-8-76 to .12-76 

Unit-III 

March, 1975 

September-October, 76 
Defeznd to July, 1977· 

!21-4·77 to !29-6-77· 

Due to shortage of powr.r in North· Due to shortage of power in Nortbem 
ern Grid and non-receipt of Grid and breakdown ol Unit-11 on 
modification material for Boiler. 8-1-77 as its Turbine HP Rotor got 

damaged. However, due to d~ 
ment of bow in L.P. Rotor of Uait- · 
III it had to be taken out fer upain 
of Turbine. 

October, 1977 

Boiler not done 

June, 1978. 

Boiler not done. 

8-1-77 to 27-1-78 7-1-78 to 123-3·78. 

There was damage in HP Rotor in Jan. 77 There was breakdown in main exciter 
and it was brought back on the bar in and generators rotor and stator. 
Jan. 78 after the Rotor was received 

from BHEL Hardwar duly replaced. 

-..J 
. -..J 



____________________ ..__ ________ ~------~----·------------

,. 
Overh'lUI 

Next oV"crbaul GUC'• 
Hours ol Run before 

owrhaul. 

Actually. doDe 

Reasons for delay . 

Unit-I Unit-11 

July, 1979 january~ 1979 

18,!.t6ll (~2nd overhaul to August1981) 18,2312 ( ut overhaul to 11nd over· 
haul) 

Planned in Tuly, 
Deferred to No\r, 

lg81 
rg81 

tn-8-8o to 3·1lZ-8o 

Unit-III 

March, 1979 

115,591 ( Ut ovea·haul) 

4-9·79 to 8-12-79 

Overhaul W&! postponed till Dec., 8o (i) Acute shortage of Po~r in the Grid. (i) Non-availability ·of Boiler : moditi· 
due to Unit-UI overhaul which was cation materials and spares" from 
already overdue. However it could (ii) Non-availability of Boiler modi- BHEL. 
not be done in December, 1g8o. fication material!~ and spares from 

BHEL. 

(i) Non-availability of spares. Order 
placed in Dec., 1979. 

(ii) Chairman, CEA decided to postpone 
the overhaul till July. 1g81 
due to erection of E. P. of I. P. 
Station, DESU. 

(iii) Further it has been postponed 
to October, 81 kffping it1 view 
system demand and overhauling of 
units at DESU. 

(iv) Further postponed to February 62 
due to demand of Rabi Crop Ir-
rigation. 

(iii) Non-availability of the HP 
Rotor to bring the unit on full 
load which had to be imported 
from U.S.S.R .. 

(ii) Unit-I · was already under. shut 
down since january, 1978 and 
could be brought back on full derat· 
ed load by Nov,. 78. From Nov, 
1978 onwards the power positiOG 
was acute. NREB prevailed upon 
not to take overhaul till September, 
I 979 due to aystem . demand ~nd the 

breakdown of R.A.P.S. Kota. 

...., 
Q) 
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APPENDIX V 

Conclusions /Recommendations 

Ministry concerned Recommendations 

1.36 

I 37 

-----------· ------- -----------
3 4 

l\.linistry of Energy 
(Deptt. of Power) · 

Badaipur Therinal Power Station has been- set -up· as:: 1 'regiGUt power 
·· station·.: tn the central sector to supplemetrt the availability:· elf ·:pmver for 
.>mcetirig the ·growing demand in Delhi as well a5 other States in the' northern 

. region': - The·· cobStructiOn of this power station started- in 1967 and die 

· · -do-

project has been implemented iri three ·stages. Stage T-- OOnlplising of 
-- three wlits ·of tOO· MW each and Stages n and m each· <Xm\pridng one 

t · · unit of 210 MW. 

The Committee are concerned to note that there have been delays in 
·commissioning as well as heavy escalation in the cost of the varioUs units 
of the Badarpur Thermal Power Station set up so far. Unit ·y wds origi· 
nally targeted for commissioning in March 1971 but the same was com-
missioned only in July 1973. Similarly, Unit II which was seheduled to 
be commissioned in September 1971 was commissioned in Augti8t, 1974 
and Unit m was commissioned in March 1975 against the target date of 
March 197~. The position in respect of Unit IV is stiU worse, as while 
the unlt was commissioned in December 1978 against the target date- of 
December, 1977, the same could be put on commercial-operation only in 

;: 
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3· 

4· 

3 

1.38 

r.39 

Millis try of En,ergy 
(Deptt. of Power) 

-do-

4 

March 1980 due to the various defects and deficiencies noticed in the. 
equipment supplied to the power project and the time taken in rectifying 
the same. 

The Committee note that the delays in commissioning Units I, D and 
III (Stage I) were mainly due to the delay in issue of administrative and 
expenditure sanction, defective preparation of feasibility report in respect 
of sub-soil conditions, delay in the completion of civil works and shortage 
of scarce materials like steel, cement etc. The delay in completion of 
Unit IV (Stage II) of the project was due ilo delays in completion af civil 
works, non-sequ~ntial suppl~ of eq~pment by BHEL and delay . in su!'P~Y ~ 
of control and instrumentation eqwpment by M/s. Instrumentation IJmi.. 
ted, Kota. Moreover, due to discrepancies and defects found in the Boiler 
and Turbo Generator equipment, a number of modifications and repaits 
had to be carried out thus consuming considerable time. The C<lmmittee 
feel that these delays could have been avoided if the. project authorities 
had been more careful in planning the execution of works and taken steps 
to ensure that the works were executed expeditiously. They would like. 
to express their serious concern on these delays in a vital sector like power. 

The Committee note that there has heen heavy escalation in costs in 
both stage I and Stage II of the Project. While the origimil sanctioned 
cost of Stage I of the project was Rs. 41.08 crores, the same was sulJse.. 
quently revised to Rs. 59.87 crores and the final anticipated cost is Rs. 64 



5· 1.40 -do-

crores. The escalation of cost in respect of Stage U is still more as Ia 
evident. from the fact that against the original estimated cost of Rs. 38~37 
crores, the total estimated expenditure is Rs. 74.76 crores i.e. an escalation. 
of about 100 percent. What is more surprising is that several worts 
which had to be taken up subsequently were either not included in the 
original estimate or the quantities of work had to be considerably increaaed. 
It has been admitted by the representative of the Ministry of Energy 
(Department of Power) in evidence before the Cominittee that the initial 
estimate was defective, the capital cost of the project itseH was not accura-
tely estimated and the same was based on incomplete data. The Com· 
mittee are unhapPy that the project reports were prepared on tbe basis ol 
unrealistic estimates and incomplete data. They have a feeling that in 
mariy cases project estimates are deliberately kept low with a view to 
obtaining early sanction fully realising that once the project is sanctioned 
and work on the same is started, there would be no alternative for the 
Government but to continue with the work in spite of escalation in the 
costs of the project. The Committee would therefore like to emphasise 
the need to prepare project reports and estimates more realistically taking 
into account all relevant data and factors so that subsequent revisions aud 
resultant escalations in costs could be obviated. 

What is most . disturbing is that the time and cost over-runs has not 
been a peculiar feature in Badarpur Thermal Power Station but is a com-
mon feature of the power projects taken in hand since independence. This 
is borne out from the fac't that when during evidence, the Committee de-
sired to know if there was a single power · project-hydel or thermal-
complete~ since independence within the approved estimates an<i stipulated 

Q:) 
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·-·~.target d~, the ·representative of the Department of Power failed to cite 
·1l isiDgle such case attd admitted that l'it has· been our-unfortunate 'experi-
ence that time· and cost over-runs are there on the projects'' and- that order 
Of escalation had also been of a high order. 

The Committee note that in none of the Five Year PlaDS; thentarget 
of achieving additional generating capacity has- been fu1filled.· Whild the 
shortfall in the First Five Year Plan was 15.4 per cent and in thc:second 
and third plans, the same was 35.7 per cent and 33 per c~t respectively, 
the Shortfall was as high as 50.2 per cent in Fourth Five Year Plan. - 1be 

·shortfall was 18.4 pel" cent in the Fifth Plan period. Such shortfall ia 
eontiJ;luing in the Sixth Plan also as is evident from the fact that during 1: 
1980-81 against a target of 2,687 MW in generating capacity only 1643 
MW · capacity was commissioned and 180 MW rolled showing ·a, ,slippage 
of 38.9 per cent. Even in 1981-82. against a target of 3,212 MW· only 
2,300 ~ is expected to be added even accor-ding to the most optimistic 
estimates. This is a clear failure of planning process and present system 
of monitoring of projects. . 

The Committee have no doubt that this failure to c'ommissi<»fpowet 
projects as per target date is one Of the faCtors res-pOnsible for the }Wesent 
power crisis in the country. which is a serious bottleneck in ecotomic 
de-velopment. According to calculations of the Department rif·"•Pbwer, · 
one year's delay in commissioning 1 MW of power results in if kisS of 
Rs. 1.78 crores to the economy. Thus the colossal loss'io the''collntty as 
p result of these slippages can well be imagined. There is a tendency on 
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~·- the part of the Ministries and the executing agencies concerned torMame 
· ·;·each other for such slippage. The· Committee strongly' feel. tilat ._tstato 

bf' 'affairs should not be allowed to continue any longer and' some fila and 
··effective measures should be taken to overcome such 'defici~es. 

The Committee need har4Jy point out that it is proposed to ·a(f<J 19,666 
MW of generating capacity during the Sixth Five Yeat Plari;·perl_Od \thich 
is by all reckoning a challenging task and requires sustained ·efforts 1)y all 
concerned and close monitoring. The Committee, therefole~. reeomiftend 
that Government should appoint a Monitoring Agency cortsistirig among 
others of representatives of the Department of· Power/Ceniral·'Eleemcity 
Authority, Department of Heavy Iildustry/BHEL. & ILK, Planniiig Com-
mission, Ministry of Finance and Railways· to monitor · tb.e progresS · of 
power: projects · in the country on a continuous basis and to initiate cor .. 

· rective ,measures at the earliest in implementation of power projects. 2J 
-.- Th~ Committee further_ recommend that the performance· Of. State 

·' EJectricity Boards in the field of execution of power projects a@nting 
to targets should be taken into account while sanctioning new power pro-

. jects. 

The COmmittee are concerned :to note that the'·-performanee:'bf the 
Badarpur Thermal Power' Station has not been satisfactory as' jg ;effldeat 
from the facf that the plant load factor (percentage of utfiisanoYtr was 
only 33 per cent'in 1918-79,"'34 per cent in 1979-80 and'46:~ et!nt in 
1980-81. Even in the case of Stage I Unit which were commissioned by 
the year 1975, the plant load factor had been only 33.62 per cent. 43.80 
per cent and 52.80 per cent. during the years 1977-78, 1978-79 and 197!). 
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80 respectively. Thus, the plant 1oad factor has been much less ~an the 
ideal level of performance fixed at 60 per cent and also the level of utilisa-
tion achieved in a number of power stations in private sector a's wen as in 
other States like Maharashtra and Gujarat. The Conmtittee would like 
to point out that Badarpur Thermal Power Station is the first regional 
thermal power station set up in the Central sector and since a number of 
power stations are now being set up in the Central sector, Badarpur 
Thermal Power Station should function as a model of efficiency. The 
Committee -therefore expect that the performance of the Badarpur Thermal 
Power Station will be kept under constat'tt watch and corrective measures 
-taken to achieve utilisation level of at least 60 p.c. load factor. 

In tllis connection, the Committee would like to express their serious 
concern at the low capacity utilisation ,in all the thermal power stations in 
the country as a whole. The plant'load factor of thermal power stations 
in the country which was 56 per cent in 1976-77 has been showing a 
deteriorating trend and the same declined to 45.4 per cent in 1979-80 and 
44.9 per cent between April and November, 1981. The Committee•have 
no doubt that if this trend of deterioration in the cap~ity utilisation in 
the power plants is not reversed, the country will continue to suffer from 
chronic shortage of power even after adding the . targetted eapacity of 
19,666 MW in the Sixth Plan. The Committee would like to emphasiie 
that a detailed methodology to maximise powet generation in the country 
should be worked out and follow up action taken expeditiously so that 
the utilisation of the power stations in the country reaches the optimum 

~ 
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level of performance at 60 per cent as prescribed by the Central Blectriclty 
Authority. 

The Committee are constrained to observe that not only the utilisation 
of capacity in the Badarpur Thermal Power Station is unsatisfactory but 
the generation of power is also highly uncertain as is evident from the 
fact that there were as many as 108, 199, 260 and 173 trippings in the 
power station during 1.977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80 and 1980-81 respectively. 
As a result of these trippings, large areas of the capital and neighbouring 
States were plunged into darkness disrupting economic activity. The 
Committee cannot but express · their deep concern at this large number 
of trippings. Since the reasons for these trippings have already been 
identified as given in the statements furnished to the Committee, concrete 
measures should be taken to do away with the trippings. The Committee CD 

should be informed of the action taken in this regard at an early date. ca 

The Committee note that the overhauling and maintenance of the plant 
and equipment at the Badarpur Thermal Power Station has not been 
carried out as per prescribed time schedule. They have no doubt that 
this delay has contributed to the frequent trippings in the power station 
and reduced generation. The Committee would like to point out that 
the postponement of overhauling of equipment to meet immediate demand 
is a shortsighted policy as it may cause serious damage to equipment 
resulting in closure of power station for long periods and higher forced 
outages. They, therefore, recommend that in future the authorities: 
of the power station should adhere to the scheduled dates of overhauling 
and maintenance. 
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The· Cotnmittee note that a Team ·of West German Experts had visited 
some ·thermal power stations in the country including BadarpUr Thermal 
Powei' ·Station thrice viz. in 1977, 1979 and 1980-81 and the . Team had 
made a number of recommendations to improve the pedormanee of 

'·Badaq)ur Thermal Power Station. However, out of 276 recommendations 
made by the Team, only 160 have so far been implemented Twenty-five 
recommendations have been found unacceptable and 77 recofnmendations 
are yet to be implemented. On 14 recommendations further ·comments 
of the Team are awaited. The Committee would like to be infoi:med ot 

· the specific action taken on the recomemndations of the Team which have 
been accepted. 

Boiler and Turbo-generator equipment for the B~darpur Thermal 
Power Station-· Stage II was· supplied by M/s. Bharat Heavy 'l~lectricals 
Ltd. · Although the equipment was to be supplied by August/september, 
1976, the rna jar supplies were completed by April, 1978 only. During 

. erection stage, a number of defects and deficiencies were ·round in thr 
boilers and equipments and some of the equipments had to be sent back 

· fo BHEL workshop for modification and rectifications ·of the defebtS while 
some defeets were repaired at site with the result that the unit ~d be 
put to commercial operation from March, 1980 only~ The Coiitmitt~ 
cannot, but express their deep anguish at this. 

The Committee have taken note of the·. statements made by · the 
representative of the Ministry of Energy (Department of Power)· before 

m 
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the Committee that "one lesson which we have now learnt is that the 
designs which were prepared or considered suitable for use in a eettaiJ,1. , 
country require extensive adaptation and modification whea used ._ ~··. 
different country" and that "there is a feeling among the various customers-
1 include in them the State Electricity Boar.ds and NTPC--that the internal 
quality coatrol procedure of BHEL over the years was not adequate!~ o.:--· , -· 

The Committee have further taken note of the statement. made by thC! 
representative of Department of Heavy Industry that they have now entered~, 
into a foreign collaboration and the performance of the new 1Ulits . bllle4 .. 
on this collaboration is better .. The Committee. would not like tQ _mak~
any detailed comment· on the subject as the Committee on PQblic Under-:· 
takings is making a detailed examination of BHEL. They, however, ho.pe.,. 
that the equipment supplied by the indigenous manufacturers. to the powex_ . 
stations in future· would be free from all defects apd deficieucies JIIJ .. as_ t~ _ --~ 
satisfy the technical needs and requirements of the power stations. . 

The Committee note that renovation/modification programme ift, tbt . · 
Badarpur Thermal Power Station has suffered because of non-supply o!i 
spares by indigenous manufacturers viz. M/s. BHEL and ll...K. It has 
also been brought to the notice of the Committee that some of the .-e-
commendations of the West German Team of Experts could not be. im· 
plemented because the requisite spares were not available from t~ 
indigenous manufacturers. From the statement furnished by the Mmistry:, 
of Energy {Department of Power), it is seen that out of 402 order11 placcc\ :; 
with M/s. BHEL between 1977 and 1981, only 23.1 orders were e:J~d,,,o 
45 orders were partly executed and 126 orders were not execute~L! '-~'lbe : : 
position is still worse in respect of M/s. Instrumentation Ltd, Kota as 
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out of 61 orders placed, only 15 orders were executed, 15 were partly 
executed and 31 orders were not executed till the end of 1981. Some 
of the orders placed as early as 1975 or 1976 are still pending. The. Com-
mittee fail to understand how the power stations can run ~ciently if the 
requisit.e spares are not available in time. They would like to express 
:their deep concern over such abnormal delays in supply of spares and 
expect that prompt necessary action would be taken in this regard .. -

The Committee note that one of the reasons for the poor performance 
of the thermal power stations in the country is the supply of ooa1 of poor 
quality. The coal supplied has not only a excessively high ash COJltent 
but it also contains extraneous matter like stones and shales which damages 
the equipment and adversely affects the working of the power stations. 
The Committee regret to note that no solution to this problem has 110 far 
been found. They recommend that this problem should be tackled on a 
priority basis and for this purpose a package of measures should be under-
taken without delay. One such measure could be to post special Inspec-
tion Teams at the Collieries to check the coal being loaded for the power 
stations and special staff be deployed to segregate extraneous matter from 
the coal. Moreover, a time-bound programme for installing coal handling 
plants in the open cast mines should be undertaken so that oversized coal 
may not get mixed up. 

The Committee note that studies in regard to washing ol coal are 
being undertaken. While realising that washing of coal will lead- to ill-

~ 
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crease in costs, the Committee feel that the ultimate increase in power 
generation would more than offset any such increase in cost. The Com-
mittee recommend that the matter may be . examined and a declsion in 
regard to desirability of washing of coal before supply to power s~dODS 
be taken expeditiously. 

It bas been brought to the notice of the Committee that although for 
supply of coal, Badarpur Thermal Power Station is linked to Jharla coal 
mines, a lot of coal from other coal mines is being diverted to Badarpur 
Thermal Power Station. This has adversely affected the performance 
of the Power Station as this coal is not suitable for the equipment installed 
at Badarpur. Wha·t is a matter of concern is that the percentage of such 
diverted coal is on the increase. While the percentage of such diverted 
coal was 28.83 per cent in 1979-80, the same increased to 30.58 per cent 
in 1980-81 and was as high as 41.19 per cent between April-August, 1981. 
This is a matter of deep concern. When the position rega'rding "upply 
of coal to various power stations is stated to be improving, the Committee 
fail to understand why it should be necessary to supply coal to Badarpur 
Thermal Power Station from the coal mines to which it is not linked. The 
Committee recommend that this ma'tter should be looked· into and cor .. 
rective measures taken urgently. 

The Committee are concerned to learn that heavy dues were outstand-
ing against Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking and other State EJ.cc .. 
tricity Boards in respect of electricity supplied by Badarpur Thermal 
Power Station. The outstandings against DESU alone amount t~ 
Rs. 34.38 crores. What is still more disturbing is that these outstandings 
are on the increase as is brought out by the fact that against electricity 
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worth. Rs. 4i crores being· supplied. every, month, only Rs. 2.t. creres-_ .,.-e 
realised. The Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking haYe 9D tl\eir ~ •. 
stated that they are suffering a loss of 10 paise per unit as. tlwy :u:~ 1,10~ 
being allqwed toinaease.tbeir rates and further they have large .PWStan~. 
against New Delhi Municipal Committee and other public sector under-
takings. · The ·eomD,littee are concerned at this grave irregularity which 
h;ls been allowed to continue with considerable· consequences for the .liDaa-
cial health of Badatpur Power Station. The Committee· therefore, -stroJIIly .. 
recommend to· the Central Government to appoint a high· powered oom- · 
mittee to look into the working of the DESU and particularly its fi.aallces~ 
and effective step taken to see that the arrears are cleared within teason- -\0 

able period of time, and in ·no case the delay eXtends to more than . 6 · 0 

months. The Committee should be apprised of the steps taken ·in this 
regard. 

The Committee have been informed. that no interest. is bein& cluirge4" . 
by Badarpur Thermal Power Station against their outstandings. The COJn-: : 
mittee feel that as a Commercial Undertakings, Badarpur. Thet1llal 1?4lWCif · .. ; 
Station· should charge interest . on the outstandinp ·.from .'\be parties,: ! .,Jt . 
can be expected that the liability for payment Of interest -on ou~diiJIS 1. 
dues will prompt the concerned parties to clear their dues in time. 

The Committee note that tenders for cooling tower pumps for the 
power station were invited ott 27 May 1975. M/s; ·Bbaraf' Heavy BJec.. 
tricals Ltd. gave quotation for Rs. 18.11 lakhs with a validity period .of· 
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three months. However, the quotation of the :firJn could not be aCcepted 
as the height of cooling towers was not determined by that time. Tho 
tenders for cooling towers were invited later and were opened on 27 
September 197 5. The result was that a revised offer of the firm for the 
same equipment for Rs. 19.44 lakhs was accepted resulting in an extra 
expenditure of Rs. 1.49 lak:hs (including excise duty and sales tax). 
Although this extra expenditure was incurred, the motors were not deli-
vered within the agreed delivery period and when delivered were found 
to be defective. The performance of the motors has not yet stabilised 
The Committee would like to express their concern at this situation. They 
would like to be informed of the reasons for the delay in ,the supply of 
motors and for defective working and also the action taken. 

The Committee note that transformers were purchased from M/s . 
Parry & Co. Ltd. New Delhi as part of 6.6 KV switchgear for unit IV 
of 210 MW at Badarpur. The sample inspection of the equipment was 
waived with the result that the same were subsequently found to be not 
in conformity with the specifications in regard to their short time rating. 
In \'iew of the contention of the firm that the transformers were as per 
specification, the Committee cannot but reach at the conclusion that the 
original specification given in the contract was not properly prepared and 
adequate care to check the equipment was not exercised by the Project 
authorities, whiJe accepting these transformers. The Committee would 
like this matter to he examined thoroughly so as to fix ~espoDSloDity for 
tbe lapse. 

---·- . --·---

c.o ... 
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The Committee note that as per the Project Report of the· Badarpur 
Thermal Power Station, the cost of generation of electricity was estimated 
at 5.65 paise per unit. Even in the revised estimate the cost of- genefation 
was estimated 'to be 12.17 paise per unit. However, the cost of ~on 
was as high as 28.54 paise per unit in 1979-80. . This inc~e iS stated 
to be mainly due to the increase in the prices of coal and furnace oil and 
higher rate of consumption of coal and fumace oil 9. The . Committee 
have, in an earlier chapter already stressed the need for improving the 
quality of coal supplied to the p()wer station. They hope that with· tlle 
improvement in the quality of coal, the consumption of furnace oil wiil 
aJso come down thus reducing the cost of generation. The Committee 
would like that all efforts should be made to reduce the cost of generation <i 
in the plant and for this the factors contributing to the escalation in the 
cost of generation should be identified and corrective measures ~bould 
be urgently taken in this regard. 
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